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Industrial societies have always faced serious "wastedisposalproblems'andtkir
political identification Q&al.lycons;titutes  theperceptionoflimitations in

the earth's capacity to "safely i3ssimiiatS this waste. The policy-response has

been the ooncept and practice of "dilution": asystemtic  andconcertedatteqkto

"enlarge" the globe's carrying capacity so as to "postpme" those limits. Dilution

rests on theasmtion  that human-industrial-waste canbepushedinto a fomor

place where it is "rendered harmless"; it rests on the myth of "away". Dilution

is anexpressionof society'spxefereme  tominimizeits pollutioncontrolactivities,

anactwhichentails reducingtheperceivedneeds  of theenviromxmtto tkir

Ini&Um,andthen furthercoqrmisingthemstill.  Itisamansofmaximizing

the valued (but polluting) social production activities, and so strong is the

philosophyof "minimmnecessarymtrol/maxirnum pexmissable concentration" that

even future-planning tools such as envirommkal kqact assesmts cannot escape
its grip and divert us from its precarious course. Dilution also has
dimension: so strongisomdesire toignoreourwasteproducts, and

our refusal to accept limitations, thatmnycont~raxyimlustrial

are diagnosed as originating "out there" in the non-human world. The

amgnitive
so strong is

waste problems
concept of

"acid rain" (whichhasbeen corq$etelymisunderstoodtodate)  is an excellent

exaqleof thereificaticmandmystificationof  industrialwaste.Whenplaced  in
itswiderhistorical wntext, "acid rain" encapsulates the dilemms which charac-

terize contemporary envirormmtal  problem-posing and the tensions to reconcile

the increasing  evidence thatthereifno "away", despite our hopes and wishes to

thecontrary.
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I -iNTWDUCITON  AND CONCEPTWL  F!RWEWORK

Amngstthe diverse literaturewhich tries to explain the perceived failure

ofenvimrmmtallpliq  inCanadaandtheUnitedStates thereappears tobea

general consensus that policy efforts have produced "tough" legislation which is

notenfo&d, resulting innocarpliance andcontinuallypostponeddeadl~s.With-

outmbarkingupona  thoroughreviewofthis literature, severaldcminantthmes

are worth noting to place the present study in its wider context. Schrecker (1984)

argues forcefully that polluters, as the favoured and mre powerful interest?

group, have greater access to the decision-making and appeals processes, ensuring

that their interests ammintained.Withinthis context other writers goonto

stress thatlegislationis oftenarcbiguous  andcontradictmyandleaves toomch

*.@- discretion ti agency staff. The result is fragmented  and inconsistent policies

whichunderutilize existingpowers (EstrinandsWa'
tfi
4 1974; Estrin 1975; Schrecker

1984).Many econmists aque thatwithinacontextofdifferential  pmer, regula-

tory strategiesbasedonvoluntary compliance fail to provide industry with enough

incentives to stop polluting. They advocate "making thepolluterpay"  through the

use of Vmission charges" (Freeman andHavemn 1972; FYeeman 1980; Dewees 1980a,

1980b). And finally,writerslike Davies (1970) and Rw>ss arCi Wolmn (1970) argue

that governmenthas notbeenwilling to spend themneynecessary to ensure com-

pliance. The min m@hasis in all of this literaure is the policy-making process,

the relative power of the interest groups and the failure to met stated goals.

While many of these observations are important for an understanding of

envixmmentalpolicy, this essaylmpes to contribute to the literature, andulti-

mtely the poliq-mking process itself, by focusingon alargelyneglectedaspect

of environmental policy: problem conceptualization. Rather than focusing simply

onpolicy-outputs andpmbl~solving, I alsowanttoexamine the rootguestions



which guide policy-makers: the act of problem-posing. The solution to any problem

is only as valuable as the questions asked. These questions, as with every aspect

ofproblan-posing,  presupposevalue judgmtsandchoices  on thepartof those

who pose theproblem; "env~tal problems" cannot be taken at face value.

David V.J. Bell has argued that any conception of "political problems" must

consider the "political identification of the problem, efforts to diagnose it,

and policy responses to it. " He has prqosed the concept of the "political culture

of problem-posing" as a conceptual tool for the study of public problems:

Political culture constitutes a cognitiveandevaluative filter
that shapes'our  perception of problems: how we understand and
interpret them; howwe assign importance to then; andhowwe
perceive solutions to them. (Bell 1981, p. 125, 113)l

I will refer to this cognitive and evaluative filter as the "policy culture" of_,---

problem-posing.2

The concept of a "policy culture of problem-psing" refers more to "influence"

than "cause and effect" (Bell 1983, p. 5). Tt is a set of parxrteters which con-

strainand impingeupnpossible  interpretations of problems, restricting or

reducing policy options. As an (often) unaxxcious ordering of reality, any given

policycultureprovidesways ofbothactingandnotactig, of seeingandnot

seeing, operating as a biaswhich favours certainavenues anddiscourages  others.

Inits crudestterms,apolicyculture canbe understoodas thegarrkkof

predispositions tcward defining the "reality" of problems in a manner that is not

disruptive to

Problem

ings assigned

the status quo.

conceptilization, in all its phases, is apoliticalact.The~-

to events in the political arena are not "given" responses to objec-

+6-“-P tive conditions.3 By their very nature, public problems are subject to a plurality

of meanings and therefore a plurality of solutions.4 The political identification

of a "problem" also implies the violation of an existing state of affairs: it
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presupposes a state of "nomality", a contrast between a "reality" and an "ideal"

(Bell 1981, p. 115; Cotgrove 1982, p. 32). Theway inwhichanyparticularproblem

is mnceptualized will reflect this "valued state", and it is in the policy-

makers' attempts torestoreorder  thatthequestions andneedswhichguide the

pmcessarehighlyreflectiveof thebroadercontextinwhichthey appear.

The eqhasis on problem-posing (as opposed to mxepr&lem-solvting) is an

attempttoplace theoverallprocess initswiderculturalandhistorical context.

The aimis todemnstrate thatmnyof the failures in enviromentalpolicy,  past

arid present, can be attributed (or related back) to the way in which the problems

were conceptualized  in their earliest stages; that policy-makers have yet ti

achieve adequate solutions ti environmmtal problems because thy have yet to pose

adequatequestions. Or rather, that the societywhichtheyare tryingtomanage

has not "allied" them to pose the right questions.

The discussion will be oriented, at least in part, to the environmental impact

asses-t (EIA) process, although it will go mch deeper than EIA's per se.

~nvummtal impact assessment's are part of a broader tradition of "envimnmn-

ta1 impact science": the documntation  of human impacts upon the physical environ-

mntwith the intent of aiding policy-mkers in the foxmulation of objectives and

strategies. The min objective is to determine mvirommntal quality criteria with

respect to thevarious contaminants andpolicyaerslcok timnage society's

activities within the paramters specified. All environmental impact science serves

a predictive, guiding function. In those cases where the violation has already

occured (the majority of cases), thedata serve to document "environmntalimpact

*N*.r in retrospect" (or "environmental impact as it is occuring"). This is the earliestI

form of envirommantal impact science in a policy context and provides the backbone

of all subsequent efforts to utilize impact data.
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The samenvironmntalqualitycriteria also inform "envimmtal impact

forecasting". Anexcelkntexaxpleis  theAir Pollution Index, a tool introduced

in the early 1970's to predict "air pollution episodes" and the&q provide the

apportunity  to prevent the episode frm occuring.

"EWiromnentaliqactassessm3nts"  pmper are an application or utilization

of these environmntal qualie criteria with a future orientation. The basic

prmise is that if social developmnts are planned, if environmental impacts are

considered in thedesignofapmject,many  envirormmtalpmblems  canbe elimi-

nated,at leastwithrespectto

argued, have resulted frmpoor

foresight.5

the project in guestion. Past

planning; future developments

problems, it is

will be guided by

While the idea of future-p1arming is obviously worthwhile, any fom of

planning is only as good as the social objectives which guide it. This essay hopes

to demnstrate thatthelogicwhichguides enviro~talproblm-psing inCanada

is so deeply embedded, and so faulty at its core, that any attqt at "rational

planning" which mploys th& logic, even if executed m its own terms of perfection,

will not and cannot overcome mny of the pollution problems suffered ti date. The

problem, itwill be argued, lies not in the absence of planning (although this

is part of it), but instead on the social objectives which govern the process.

These objectives often receive their best expression in thy generic (and mre deve-

loped) environmntal impact science and the determination of envirorm~~tal  guality

criteria. In this respect, an analysis of these basic criteria and how they are

generated will prove instructive of the value, and possibilities, of ETA's as a

planning tool.

A central task for environmntal

euvironmntal "needs" (which are often

policy-makers

seen to exist

is to "balance" social and

in conflict). The method used
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is a fom of cost-benefit analysis (CBA), which entails an assessrmk of the costs

and benefits associated with a particular problem and the costs and benefits of

various pollution abatemnt strategies. The process sees the conversion of all

estimtes into cmmn (mnetary) texms and the explicitgoalis to determine and

irrplemntthe  courseof actionwhichwill result in theoptimum net perceived

benefit to society, often expressed as the mst "efficient" allocation of resources,

both mnetaxy and "naturaK6 My purpose here is not to criticize CBA as a method.

I assume, for the sake of argument, that societies will always have to make deci-

sions basedon subjectivevalue judgmts andmake trade-offs inrelationto the

perceived interest,whether pressed inmnetaryterms  orotherwise.The concern

lies with the
. .

envirommtal

question mst

values and principles which govern conteqxxary CBA's relation to

problems. Cost-benefit analyses are simply a mans to an end, so the

be: What is the optimal situation or order which policy-makers seek

to maintain or restore in the face of anamlous circumstances? In what ways do CBA's

reflect the broader context intichenvimnmntaland  social needs aredefined

and brought tobear?

Neitherenvironmntalnor socialneeds existinanobjective,uneguivocable

state.Theyare socialandhistoricalexpressions and subsequently subject to
conflicting interpretations and change. Although seldomly expressed as such, the

specification of envirom~ntal quality criteria is an indentification  of "environ-

mental needs". To say, for exaqle, that concentration 'X' ofagivencontaminant

has notable effects on a particular plant species, is also to say that this plant

species needs or reguires an enviroment free frm, or lower than, concentration 'X'.

Social interpretations of such needs are obviously critical in devising environ-
*.W*r.

mental  policy.

"Social needs" do not receive concrete expression in enviromtal guality

criteria, but they weigh upon the process heavily. Under the assurqtion  that
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11
. ..the basic objective of society is to enhance the welfare of its citizens...'

(Unitea Nations 1983, p. 18) the paramunt concept in the analysis of envirorm2ntal

costs andbenefitsis thesocialneed, the mximization of "social benefits".

Although seldmly defined explicitly, the practicing definitions of "social need"

and "social benefits" are a function of the quantity of material consuqtion,

which in tuxn is a function of social production as a whole, as measured by the

Gross~ationalProduct (GNP). TheGNP is seenasameasureof  "progress'andthe

well-being of the econq (i.e. growth) appears to be the overriding concern of

govemmnts andcitizens alike. In short, theprovisioningof ahighguantityof

material goods is the matrix of "well-being" in Canadian society.,

Canadian society is also mre than a "growth-oriented" society. It takes!~the
*_"-

particular form of centralized,  large-scale, energy-intensive production mthods.

This necessarily results in another "social need", albeit an undesireable  one:

the production (and consm$ion) of vast quantities of waste material. By neces-

sity, high production/mnsumption  societies are high-polluting societies. It is

impossible to have one  witbut the other.8

Thismattercontains  the seedofa further "social need”: the

disposal facilities. This is one of the "resource-functions" of the

need for waste

environment: to

providea storehouse forhmanwastes. This is what the non-human environment means

to citizens in advanced industrial societies and describes kw it is utilized

daily in such a society's efforts to practice its high-volume, energy-intensive

lifestyle.g

These three

society satisfies
*mm -1%

social needs are inseparable. The mre successfully Canadian

its endless material wants, the mre waste material it produces

and the greater is the need for waste disposal. This matter is critical for under-

standing the characterof~anyenvironmenttalpmblms  and thedesignationof

environmental guality criteria.



willim catton (1980, p. 273) has described mdern societies as "The Culture

of ExubSance": "a culture founded upon the myth of limitlessness." This notion of

limitlessness accurately describes andunderlies thematerialpursuitswhich

characterize  Canadian life and the traditional perception of the earth's capacity

tosuppxtthis order. Catton's description is iqortant for understanding the

context of contetqmrxy envimnmntal politics: the "envixonmental  crisis" of the

1960's was 'the political identification of limits, in the enviromrmt and (implicitly)

in human capacities. These circumstances were pressed in the central them of

environmental politics at that tim: "The Limits to Growth".,, The perceived vio-

lation of limits in the physical erwironmant signalled a

AU

potential crisis for the

Cultureof Exuberance, a situationwhichCattonreferred W as "overshoot". Just
," .-

as the air and water pollution crises signalled that the environmnt did not have

unlimitedcapacity toabsorbhumanwastes, the energy crisis of a few years later

testifiedto similar limitations  in theearth's capacitytiprovide endlessmaterial
resources. The violations of these limits, inbothcases,was precipitatedbya

standardand styleof living thatwasovertaxingtheearth's  carrying capacity.

It was this circumstance which gave rise to a need to define the environmnt's

Emits.

This circumstance ms critical for the social and envimrmmIta1 needs "balance"

which ensued. The i.dentification  of limits after the fact meant  that these limits

wereorwouldbepreventing Canadian society fmdoingtitithadbeendoing: the

rmn-human  environment appeared as a hinderance  to "humn development". The &m

sides were thus cast into an opsitional, antagonistic context, a zero-sum equa-

tion, whereby so&J gains would represent environmental losses, and vice versa,
.,111

metingenviromentalneedswuldentail  sacrificing human heeds. Erwironmental

policy atteqts tie reconcile this conflict between: 1) the perception of physical
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limits and

and2) the

tieswhich

“do sorEthing”, tkn,was  adirectfunctionof theproximityof  those limits,

the extenttowhich  theperceivedneedsof the environmmtwere  pressing (or had

the need to control society's actions to staywithin those limits,

perceived social imperative  tocontinue (andexpand) theveryactivi-

threatentmelimits.ll Theextenttowhichpolicy-rrrakers  hadti

been  surpassed). Policy-makers  Ums hadavestedinterest (hcweverunmnscious)

tr, interprettheenvtimt's  needs suchthattheyweremintized;  the greater

theextentto~chtheperceivedcarryingcapacityoftheenvironnrentcouldbe

“enlarged” , the lesser theextenttowhichthevalued

becoqmnised.

The result of this response to perceived limits

social needswouldhaveto

was the "dilution paradigm",

which functions  as a mans of "postponing" those limits. It is ar'attmpt to

achieve "the best of both mrlds": unlimited "social develqfmW' with "acceptable"

envirorxmntalquality.  This is the franmmrkwhichguides  thebalancingof

environmntal oosts and benefits. In practice it is a predisposition Wward

reducing theenviromnenttoits 'basic'needs as a mans of facilitating the

mximum material social gain. This is the broader framwork within which environ-

~ntalqualitycriteriaaregenwated,whether  theyarederived frmstudying

"environmental impact in retrospect" or will be guiding forward-looking "environ-

mnta1ixQactassessmnW'.

The body of this paper will explore hm these predispositions have manifested

themselves with respect to mdern air pollution policy. TW major issues will be

explored: urban "air pollution", which was a prevalent policy-issue in the late

1960's and early 1970's (and still exists as a distinct policy-problem today), and

the mre recent "acid rain" problem which emerged in the mid-1970's. "Air pollution"

was (and is) amtterof the "ambient concentration" of airborne "contaminants",

eritted primarily frm industrial sources and autcm-obiles, mainly in urban areas,



and the primry

rangetransport

concernwas forhumanhealth. "Acid rain" represents the long-

of air pollution and is mainly catered around the acidification

ofoutlying,non-urbanareas,

these Wo issues is essential

primarily lakes and forests. A amparison of

for understanding the historical development  of

airpollutionpolicy inCanada,  andthe study period, .spanning 30 years and two

Wifferent"  issues, allows for extrapolation of future trends in the politics

of air pollution, aswel1asotherenvironmentalproblems.
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II - THEDILLZIONPARADI(3MANDAIR~~UI'ION

@vernmnts of canada address endmtal  hazards thmugh the "dilution

paradigm".12  With respect to air contaminants the foundational principles were

well articulated by the mid-1950% (if not sooner) and remin firmly inplace

todaywithrespecttiacidrain. While akrpollutionpolicywithin  the paradigm

is most commly associated with the

so as ti "dilute" them, its roots go

physical practice of dispersing pollutants

mchdeeper.Thebasicpremiseis  reflected

in the definition of the prablm itself: "air pollution" describes conditions in

which the concentration of "air contaminants" exceed "tolerable" levels at the

"valued" "point of iIrpingeImt".13 In this respect, the paradigm could rightfully

be called the "concentration paradigm”:

reducing their arcbientcx>ncentration.

Working frm this definition, the

diluting pollutants is a mans of

@.icypmcess beginswith perceived

effects. Policy-makers address the results of pollution, after the fact.14 This

coincides with the present burden of proof laws, which place the onus on the

-lainant to prove both causation and harm. This orientation also makes the-.

locationandte&niqueofpmbl~~sur~tcriti~lvariablesin thedetemina-

tion of a "pollution problem".

The focus on the results of pollution also places meteorology in a central

role. Thebehaviourof the contaminants after they are emitted, their'pmblm-

potential", is detemined by weather conditions and other non-human factors, such as

topography. The dilutionparadigmis essentiallyameteorologicalparadigm.

This definition of air pollution rests on the principle of a threshold (con-

_.m.* centrations belowagivenpointare "acceptable") and contiins the import&t assump-

tion that, while all cmkminants are potentially harmful (if they are "party" to

the excessive concentration), not all contaminants contribute to such a ~tate.~5
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-d finally, the dilution paradigm treats pollution problems as a ccqonent

of %nvironmntal  and resource mnagemnt" .16 The atmsphere's capacity for

~s~f-ckansing”  is an integral part of resource utilization and problems are

seen to resultfrcmtheir'karelessuse" (Canada 1986a, p. 1). Policies seek to

allocate and utilize this resource rmre "efficiently" (Vnited Nations 1983, p. 1).

Based on these foundational principles, conceptualizing air pollution within

the paradigm consists of four interrelated steps: 1) determining  "valued" points

of impingemnt; 2) determining "tolerable" concentrations; 3) detemining the

cause and effect relations belxeen emission sources and perceived effects; ti '

4) detemuningthebestmeans  of controlling forconcentrationatthevalued

point of impingemnt. Each of these steps will be examined in tum for both air

pollution and acid rain. The aim is to demnstrate that dilution is basically an

"out of sight/out of mind" approach to envirommkal  problems; at each step of

problemconceptualizationpolicy-mkers  specify thecriteriaunderwhichcertain

ccmtaminants are "rendered harmless", and with each .xeduction in the nurrber of

"suspect contaminants", the proportion which are apparently diluted increases. In

practice it entails relegating contaminants outside of the problem-scenario,

eitherbydispersing them, ignoring them, or re-defining their problem-potential.

In short, dilution is based on the q&h of "away": the assuqtion that contami-

nants can be pushed into a place or form which renders them unproblematic.

rktermining  “mlued’P0ints of Impingement

The dete mination of "undesirable" effects is based initially on the rela-

tive valuation of that which is being effected, the "point of iqingment". The

,,m‘lM.*"".* ruling criteria in this judgemnt are narrowly hmar&tic and econmistic in

nature. The overridingconcemis withhuman healthandwell-being, and then there

are the perceived econcmic costs of pollution; whether or not a perceived effect

to a non-human entity is classified as a "problem" depends on the econcmic %&&'
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of that entity. These priorities are expressed in Ontario's Envirom-ental Pro-

tection Act, which focuses on "discomfort to persons", "loss of enjoymnt of

normal use of property", "norml conduct of business", "damage to prw" and

4fy\
"injury  to plant and  a&ml life" (Estrin and Swa' 1974, p. 45-6). These were

thekeyissues surrounding the initial investigationofaircontaminants and

key justification for g-t intmtion.17 Thisanthro~tricand

instrumntalistperspective reflects a strong currentofconteqorary  industrial

culturewhichviews theearth "exclusivelyas a swrt systemforhumanwants"

(&iSS  1976, p. 39) 18’ and is the first instance in which broader cultural

values kr~p~~  what is potentially problematic with respect to air contammts.

D&emhing "Tolerable" Concentrations

Accepting for the mmnt this human division of the globe into valued and

(by implication) valueless areas or cmponents, what, then, is a "tolerable"

concentration? What do the ambient air criteria reflect? In practice, "tolerable"

is operationalized as the maximum tolerable concentration, sametimes referred to

as "maximm permissable concentration". The matter was stated succinctly at the

1967 Ontario Pollution Control Conference:

Thepolicy

Control does not man qlete elimination any mre than good water
mans steriledistilledwater.Thus,  before anyconsiderationcanbe
given ti the 'what', 'hm' and 'timing' of control, it must first be
decided for each pollutant  what maximm amount, or rather m
concentration, can be present in the atmosphere above which any
increase in concentrations is undesirable." (Ontario 1967, p.83)lg

function of "maximum pemissable concentration" can be understood

intermsofits importantcorollaq  "minimum necessaxy mntrol", the (often

unstated) ruleof thumb inenvironrmmtalpolicy.Bothconcepts  stemfmthegcla* .d

cost-benefit principle of "efficient resource allocation" and appear
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in tm contexts: first, as a general principle of econcmic rationality, irrespec-

tiveofaparticularpollutionproblm,andsecond,as  aruleof

. .
rmrvmal  levels of abatemnt in those instances where a pollution

been identified.

thumb indefining

problemhas

This first con- is critical because it does not normlly receive

-licit recognition, and as a "resource-principle" it receives its best expression

in the work of Goodin (1976, p.176):

The reasonmmpolluteis tocutcosts, and fma socialpointof
view it is positively undesirable to curtail cost-saving pollution
thatthe environmntwoulditselfremve.Nature's  self-cleaningmecha-
nisms are naWra1 resources which are continuously ren&, so it
wouldbewasteful to fail ti takeadvantageof them. Thegoal of
envi.rormmtalprotectionpolicy,  then, is toguarantee that:
1) the natural capacity for envimnmntal  self-renewal is fully utilized:
2) polluting beyond nature's capacity for assimilation reflects a

balancingof social hams against gains; and
3) pollution is ceased where the social interest does not justify it.20

Much mre will be said about "nature's self-cleaning mhanisms" slmrtly. This

passage is critical because it illustrates the logic of polluting tr> mximum

"pemissable" levels prior to the formal weighing of the costs and benefits of

polluting beyond these levels. Although Canadian policy-makers do not explicitly

abide by this formlation  in such stark tems, their approach falls within the

sam broad conceptual framerk. This passage also indicates that, in the case of

enviromentalimpactassessmnts, the utilization of the air as a natural resource

toitsmaximum appears as a given, unstated premise.21

Thesecoradmntextinwhichminimum necessary control guides thedetermina-

tion of acceptable concentrations is in those instances when the environment's

"natural capacity for self-renewal" has been fully utilized, and it is only now

,I*@ 1 that  “air pollution" proper enters into the picture. Contaminants emittedup to this

point were "freely" disposed of. The pressure to minim&e reductions is especially

strong when problem are identified after the fact because control represents
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an infringmt upon society's current affairs. Scma form of reduction of concen-

trations,hmever, is necessaryatthe timaofidentification,  so policy-tiers

look to *ze themasamans ofmntinuing thevaluedmste-producing  acti-

vities to thegreatistextentpossible.

It is at this stage that cost-benefit analysis is formally a=lied. Teller

(1967, p. 1082) has written:

For mst pollutants, the question is not how to control air pollution,
butrather~rrolch~controlit.Pollutantslike flyashcanbe
wntxolled to the 99.9 percentile, but is this necessary? One mst
ask this question because air pollution abatement is not free.

. The costs of controlincreaseexponentiallywith the degreeof control, such that

a100percenti~ea~in expenditure, for example, may only result in a 10 percent

increase in abatement. Within this framework, "the objective is ti select the level

of abatemnt that mitiizes the total cost to society." Seeking out the "optimal"

(&&&) level of &&emntensures that'the resources of society arebeing

allocated efficiently" (p. 1080)l.

Similarly, Dales (1968, p.7-8) has argu&i that:

It is only whm the ham done by disposing of a particular waste in a
particularway exceeds thebenefits associatedwiththe practice that
a pollution problem exists.

Society cannot

areminimized.

good thing"‘

avoid paying for waste

Within this framwork,

disposal,  so

according to

the task is toensure that costs

Dales, &me pollution is a

to theextentthatweprefer to sufferthewelfaredamages zausedby
pollution rather than sufferthemneycostsofpreventing them.
. ..The questions are always: 'How much?', and 'At what cost?'. (p. 15)

Minirrrum necessary control as a rule of thumb is succinctly united with the tensions

#S--b to reconcile social and environmntal  needs in the 1967 Conference's Opening Address:

Pollution of our environment is a by-product of human activity and we
cannot eliminate it entirely. F7e can reduce it to a greater or lesser
extent depending on what we are willing or able to pay. For example,
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a facwxy may be able to produce the goods we need very cheaply but it
my create, as a result, gross air or water pollution. Alternatively,
wemay reduce thepollution to thepointof being negligible butwe
may face an increase in the price of goods beyoti what we can afford
Wpay. Obviously, theseareextrmes andneitheris thebestsolution.
Whatweneedis a solution scmwherebetweenthemkrmeswhichwill
provide us with the goods we need, at a price we can afford, while
creatingmmrepollution thanweareprepar&to tilerate. (Ontario
1967, p. 3)

"Tolerability", then, is simply a function of what we "need" and can "afford".

The principle of minimm~ necessary control, then, has two dimensions: society

shDuldnot~n~lemissians~charerw>tcontributing  toperceivedeffects,nor

should itcontrolthosewhichareanymre  thannecessary. These

are an important detexmimnt of what is considered "acceptable".

ewnomic pressures

Clearly the

"social optimum" is paramunt, not the "envirommtal optimm". The costs which
~" ,.

are weighed against the benefits are both expressions of perceived social interests,

based upon what we need and can afford. My concern lies less with where the level

of 'Wlerability"  is actually drawn and mre with the existence of a social context

which exhibits strong predispositions toward minimizing~thenfurthercoqmmis-

ing the perceived needs of theenvironmnt, its minimlfunctionalrequiremmts,

in favourof the narrowly defined social interest.

DetemkingCauseandEffect

&calling that each

that not all oontaminants

of the potential mission

and every contaminant is potentially problematic, but -

achieve such a state, policy-makers mst de&mine

sources are responsible for the perceived effects.

causal link is vital, first, to establish that human sources are responsible

important with acid rain), and second, to specify which particular missions

for what degree of the problem.

The pollution-formation or -prevention process describes the manner in which

which

This

(mre

account

certain contaminants exceed or are prevented frcm exceeding "tolerable" levels.
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Inits simplest terms, the relative concentration of contaminants is a function of

tm broad ard diverse factors: 1) the emissions factor, which is the level or

vol~~~of contaminants released inti theatmsphere frmbothhumanandnon-hurrran

sources, and; 2) the dispersion factor, which cmprises the meteorological and

topographicalvariableswhich  influence themvesnentandbehaviourof  contaminants

after they have been mitted.22

The fomtion of air pollution is thusa function of the "fate" of the

contaminantsaftertheyaretitted: the relatimship be- emission sources and

pointsofi@.ngemntismediatedby non-humn (minly m&orological)  variables.

When fomulating emissions standards this dispersion factor is vital:

when consideringorevaluating emissions fmagiven industrial stack,
howth
4

, can these ambient air criteria be applied? What relationship
exiS tween the specific emissions of a given stack and the ambient
air quality in the neighbourhood? Theconcentrationofmntaminants,
once they  leave the stack, becmedilutedordispersed. Thedegree or
rate of dispersion will depend on localrrreteorological  conditions and
topography. Kncwing the local meteorology and toposrapphy one can
estimate, t;o a practical degree, thedownwindmncentrationtobe
expectedundervaryingconditionsusingdiffer~tfo~ae.  Thus, if an
industry is located in a valley where air mvement is restricted, it
muldhave ticontrolits emissions tiagreaterdegree  thanifit
were located on an open plain with good ventilation. Or again, under
mmala~spheric  conditions, pollutants emitted to the a-sphere
will disperse guite readily, but when temperature inversions are
experienced, the concentration of pollutants builds up. The frequency,
intensity and duration of inversions thus affects greatly what the
atmosphere can safely absorb. Meteorological and topographical consi-
derations thus dictate downwind concentrations. (Ontario 1967, p. 84)23

It is in this respect that the dilution paradigm is, inessence, amrtteorological

paradigm-24 The role of dispersion in formulating contml strategies will be

discussedbelow. For the rmnent1 amconcernedwiththe implications of this (and

similar) formulations of the origins or causes of air pollution.

#A’  ” The importance of problem-diagnosis canmt be underestimated. The political

identification of a problem, especially when labeled a "crisis", signals the

need forremedialaction.  What is tobe changed, the extenttowhichitrmstbe
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changed,andbitis  tooccur are closely related to the location of "causal

responsibility", tich 'I... is a matte of belief or cognition, an assertion about

the sequence that factually accounts for the existeme of the problem" (Gusfield

1981, p. 13). The concept of causal responsibility has a dual significance. On

the one hand, any givencausalexplanationfixes certainvariablesas~le  to

changeandothers as mamnable. Similarly, whereas one causal explanation my

signify theneed for radicalstructuralchange in society, anothermayonlycallfor

minim1 reform within the confines of the present institutional order. On the

other hard, theamenabilityofparticular forms of change inagiven society

influences the parameters of problem diagnosis. Inotkrwmds,  theunderstandings

and priorities found within a given policy culture will favour certain causal
_,I.

explanatims  ad disfavour or rule out others. In this way, diagnosis fixes, and

is a reflection of, the favoured locus of remdial action,

control efforts will swing.

In the diagnosis of air pollution, the post-emission

A 1973 Ekxkonmnt

as follows:

Whether

Canadadocumntdescribes  the formation of air pollution problems

the hinges upon which

factr>rs are critical.

[undesirable] mncentrations occur, orwhether theatmsphere's
self-cleaningmachin~candisperseanddiffuse  thecontaminants,depends
on a host of [mteorological and othexg factors...

Undermmalconditions  theatmsphereoperatesits ownconvey~rbelt
for pollution. . ..During temperature inversions, *-conveyorbelt~jams.
. ..Gases and other pollutants build up at ground level.(Canada 1973a,
p. 24, 27: *hasis addd)

The next mle expresses clearly the reliance upon "nature's cleansing services"

aswell as the antagonistic "friend or foe" relationship which ensues:

The atmosphere is a highly volatile and fickle receivinc stream. It
changes by the ho;ur. Itismuchmre coqlextounderstandandutilize
than is a river as a receiving stream for liquid waste. The weather is
bothour friend and eneq Perhaps,mstof  the timqmthernature
does a reasonable job of providing ventilation to carry away
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aircontaminants.On  theotherhand, thereare times atany location
when theweather stagnates and, for allpracticalpurposes, the air
contaminants stayrightwhereweputthemintheair.  Suchacondition
is called an inversion. . ..Even with SCE degree of ventilation, there
arewindandweatherconditionswhichm~ve  contaminants fromlarge
sourrceareasacrossgreatdistanceswheretheyareretumedto
qound 1-1 in sufficient concentration to have an adverse effect.
TheplumecarryingthecontaminantsIMyverywell~gate  anarea
having a clusterofpopulationoranarea supporting agricultural
activities.As  theclustersofpopulationbecomemrenumerous  and
expand. ..distance  ard weather m less of an allv.

Forallpacticalpurposeswe can'tcontxolthe~ther.Our only
option at this tima is with respect to the contyol at the source of
air ccnl%minant emissions. (Ontario 1967, p. 10. See also Ontario
197333, p. 2, -hasis added)

Note that pollution occurs under "adverse weather conditions", when the Vonveyor

belt" jams, acting to amtain pollutants, or as a result of "certain wind and

weather conditions" whicheventually fumigateareas beyond  the missionsource.

Conversely, humn emissions are not problematic if "mther nature dms a reasonable

job of providing ventilation to carry away pollutants". Thus, as "both our friend

and enemy" is is the weather which either "creates" a pollution problem or

"preventsl' it from occuring. The problem-potential of a

hurrran missions-related behavior, is dependent upon the

dictable air currents.

contaminant, and therefore

uncontrollable and unpre-

The fixation of causal responsibility is typically referred to as the

"attribution" process, and the diagnosis of air pollution can be described with the

concept of %x&rnal attribution": the process of assigning blame outside of the

social order. An opposite conception, which muld assign blame within the social

order, muld be considered "internal attribution".25 In a political context attri-

bution can be understood in terms of "scapegoating". ::Cattczn $1980)_, for example,

has noted that enviromental  problems are often attributed to abstract forces, such

as "inflation", or, as in the case of the energy crisis, to “Arab Blaclumil".
26

These oould be considered variations of external attribution. This internal/w-l
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cxmceptionis necessaq tocapture thedichomus hum&on-humn featureof

envixo~tal politics and is closely related to the ecoxunic imperatives of

minimm necessary oontml.The predisposition is ti focus on "atnrxpheric limitations"

rather thanexcessivehmandmands, chr>osingtoignoreh~sources andcontri-

butions and focus instead on post-emission behavior and "dilution". In this way

thehumnactivitieswhichunderly the process escape critical appraisal;blam

for the problem is mmeniently assigned elsewhere. Many of',tk

mre interesting, implications of this attribution process will

in relation to acid rain.

furhher,andeven

becme evident

Controlling For mient  Air Concentration

I *111 Itwas statedabove that  the relative concentrationof air contaminants is

a function of the emissions and dispersion factors. Each of these factors figure

into the pollution-prevention equation in a different way. Of the emissions factor,

only the human sources can be directly controlled. Post-emission behavior of the

contaminants, the

utilized so as to

of concentrations

canbereducedat

dispersion factir, cannotbe controlleddirectly,butcanbe

pmmte dispersion. In its siqlest terms, thm, a reduction

can be achieved in one of two ways: either the human emissions

the source through, for exarrple,

lower production rates: or by prcmting dispersion

emission stack height or locating emission sources

to dispersion. The former strategy wuld represent

kttercontmlteclmologyor

through, for example, increasing

ingeographic areas favourable

"internal control", while

the latterwuldbe "external control". (This skmld be interpreted parallel to

the concepts of "internal" and "external" attribution).

Historically, air pollution policy in Canada (and virtually everywhere else)

has favoured external over internal strategies. The choice of dispersion over

reduction at the source is a clear expression of minimumnecessarycontrolin
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practice; dispersing contaminants is a mre cost-effective way of reducing

concentrations than emission reductions. And,asapassageguotedabove  indicated

(page 18), even dispersion is a last resort, our "only option" because "we can?

contml the weather...at this time.'127 (One canonly speculate in lmrrorhrrw

policy-mkerswouldhaveproceeded hadthey thoughtsuchweather control was

even remotily possible).

"Control at the source" in this context does not refer to "reduction at

the source". It refers simply to the utilization of post-emission conditions to

pmmte dispersion. Air pollution "control" hasbeen, since its infancy,ameteor-

ologicalproblenninalrrosteveryrespect, and therefore never "control" as such.

Inpractice it is nomre than the fine artofmeteomlogicalpredictionregarding
“P

the relationshipbetween

is ti tryandemploy the

instrumnts. In this way

ment's carxying capacity

emissions and valued points of impingement; the basic aim

winds todivertcontaminants  away frcmthemeasuring

dispersion lends itself to the illusion that the environ-

has been  enlarged. Also,

is diagnosed as resulting fmn particular weather

entails the better use of these ronditions.28

to theextxntthatpollution

conditions, control "naturally"

Ontario's Air Pollution Index (API), which functions as an Air Pollution

Alert System, is an excellent example of dispersion and mteorological prediction

under the guise of "pollution contml".29 When the Index reaches the "advisory

level", and when adverse weather conditions are expected to continue for at least

six hours, pollution sources in the area my be advised to curtail operations. If

readings progress to the "first alert" level, the Hnister can order a curtailm2nt

of polluting aperations until a six hour weather forecast reads favourably. The
11*1*,

amspheric factor is paramunt:
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The  Imst
presumed
which it
when the

practical advantage of the... Index is that, by tying it to
healtheffects, the province has givenitselfa toolwith
can control the emissions of utilities and industries at tims-
lIndexiselevated,whichis to say,whentheventilation of

the city is inadequate. (Ontario 1973, p. 27. Ehphasis added)

The Index, then, is siqlyameasureof "ventilation" and indicates when production

is to be curtailed

horizon), at which

levels.

The ecmmic

outlined byTeller

in anticipation of the next light wind (six hours on the

time it can be increased to previously acceptable (dispersed)

rationales behind the use of such "warning systems" are neatly

(1967, p. 109O)r who considers such "forecasting" or "selective

abatemnt”  econmically worthwhile,
n._

. ..because it recognizes

first,

thatacuteairpollutionepisodes  occur_
sporadicallyandcanbepredicted. Second,thedegreeofaba~t
reflects the situation at the momant. If the situation worsts, a
greateramuntofabatementcanbeused.

This approach mans that polluters do not have to use their control qu@nent at

all tims and can therefore "invest more econcanically in control equi~t" (p. 1093).

Selective abatemnt, then, allows policy-tiers tomaintainairquality  standards

whilekeepingthecosts ofcontroltoaminimum.

One important shortcoming of the 11&x is that it only masures lsm of the

my contaminants present.30 The gavemmnt's response to this criticism is that

the Indexis simply that,anindex:

. ..so2 and suspended particulate
goodldeaof theextenttowhich
beingdispersed.Inotierwo~,
of the efficiency of ventilation

In practicz this reasoning is contradicted.
*IIc~W

concentrations wethergiveavery
all pollutants are accumulating or
the air pollution index is a masure
in an area. (Ontario 1973, p. 27)

The Ministry keeps an "API calling list",

which is "... a record of all pollution sources p Tbronto_l  emitting at least

3,000 pounds of either SO2 or @spended particulate mattsJ a week" (Ontario n.d.a,

p. 14).
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When the Indexis elevated it is onlytheseoperationswhicharer&ified.Such

action, directedatthe contaminantsbeingmeasured, should lower the Index, even

if "adverse" weather conditions continue.However,  no action is taken tireduce

other contaminants which are no mire able to "escape" the inversion. In other

words, efforts ti reduce pollution are directed at lowering the Index, not

the overall problem it is said tr, represent. To effectively use the API as a

"real" index muld require curtailing au-bile

conditions. Significantly, the au*ile is not

of the Wo contaminants which serve as indices.

use during "adverse" weather

aMjorcontributorofeither

Anotherpapular dispersion-oriented "control" strategy is the use of taller31

emission stacks. Research on proper stack design to encourage dispersion was

conducted extensively in the 1960's and the practice has been applied widely.32

The logic behind the taller stacks is fairly sinple and reflects the urban charac-

terof thevaluedpointsof  impingmtduringthis stageofairpollution

politics .33 The objectives of the ambient air quality program reguired the m

dispersion of contaminants away from urban areas, and the taller stacks aided

considerably in the task. On several occassions Into has argued that their IBV

stackandrelatedmeasures:

. ..have done exactly what they were supposed to do: that is, improve
the air quality in the Sudburyareabyreducinggroundlevelconcen-
trations of sulphur dicjxide and particulates. (Into 1982, ~.7)~~

In this respect the "first-order consequence" of the taller stacks was positive:

contaminantswere~~~vedaway  frcmtheproblemindicatir.  As ti the eventual

deposition of the dispersed contaminants and the "second-order conseguences",

I leave this for the discussion of acid rain.35

The practice was criticized fran the outset, mainly on the charge that

dispersed contaminantsvmldnotbe "renderedharmless" aswas apparently ass&,
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andmuldmrely transfer the problem further afield (Hall 1973, p.26). In response,

theMinistqackmwledged thatdispersingwntaminantsms  no substitute for the

reduction of emissions at the sourceanddefended thepolicyas an "interimmasure":

we think that f&e  Into stacig . ..will assist, particularly when
there are inversion conditions, in dispersing pollutants. . ..It is
'an interimmeasure  and, of course, theultimategoalisrmmalof
the  pollutants  at the source.36

At the 1967 Pollution Control Conferace tall stacks

mure (Ontario 1967, p.238).

Other strategies closely related to the taller

werecitedas a

stackssurmund

of emission sources in areas with "good ventilation", or the burning of high

"stop-gap"

the location

sulphurcoalondayswith "favourable wind conditions".37 All of these dispersion

II strategies are an expression of the deep-seated "need" for minimal necessary

control. To the extent that dispersion lessens the need to install costly control

technologies it presents itself as the most "rational" choice.38

Internal, reduction-oriented strategies have been implemented,  although

I-EVS more than.' #necessary ti alleviate the perceived problem, if that.

While significant reductions can be attributea to these policies (on a source-

by-source basis), minly through conversions to "cleaner" fuels, changes in pm-

duction processes and other mchanims, my of these gains have been (or will

be) offset by an increase in the nmber of sources.3g

A significant shortcoming of any reduction-at-the-source strategy is that

the contaminants are still "produced" and waste disposal is still necessary.

Removing sulphurampounds  via "scrubbers" prior to emission, or "thing" coal

prior to cmbustion still leaves the producer with waste compunds, and airborne

dispersion is merely replaced with the need for solid waste disposal. Thus, reduc-

tion at the source does not el iminate the waste disposal problem, it simply

changes its form. This point will be taken up again later.
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AS the 1970% proceeded pollution problems slipPea from the policy agenda,

partially due to the ineention of the "energy crisis? The public was also

somwhatplacatedafter  the initialpolicyresponses:dispersionwouldhave

r;a?oducedvisible results and thepmblemmyhave appearedunder mntrol.

The success,however,was shortlivedas air contaminants re-appearedonthe

agenda within a few years as "acid rain".
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III - THE DIUJTION'PAPADIGMAND ACID PAIN

The mence of the "acid rain" probkn in the latter half of the 1970's

signalled a potential crisis for air pollution policy: "acid rain" d-n&rated

that many of the previously dispersed pollutants had not been "rendered harmless"

andinfactwereac~a~gandthreateningenvirons  (andtheirinhabitants)

further afield. Although "airborne dilution" per se was called inti question, the

principles of the dilution paradigm re firmly in place and in fact have been

I-tore rigorously applied.

The relationship beWeen air pollution and acid rain is critical. Although

acid rain is essentially another expression of air pollution, the ti issues are

fl- set apart in two important  ways, stenrming  fram where and how the problem is

measured. whereas "air pollution" was primarily an urban problem, "acid rain's"

dominantpoints of irrpingmtare found inoutlying, mn-urbanareas.  This shift

inhere theproblemis~sured,which  sees an increase in thephysical distance

be.tzmen emission sources and perceived effects, is pivotal: acid rain is consi-

dereda "long-range" problgn, while air pollution is a "local" matter. A new

concept was thus introduced inti the politics of air pollution: LRTAP (Long-Range

Transport

issues is

0fAirPollutants). The importanceof WTAPindistinguishing  the Wo

statedclearly inanumberofgo- t publications. For example:

During the 1970's the govmtsof NorthAmericawerepreoccupied
with local or 'ambient' air guality....

Theconcernforprotectingl0cal  airgualityrtis  important.
Ground level concentrations of SO2 and particulate matter are of
particularconcemwithrespecttoprotectinghumanhealth.Butthese
standardswereneverdesigned tiprotectthenaturalenvirornentfrcan
the slow accumulation of acidic deposition. In fact, the decision to
build tall sticks in the 1970's to disperse the pollutants reduced
the local air pollution burden by adding to the problem of long-range
transport and deposition of acid campounds. Instead of reducing pollution,
we merely exported the effects.

Therre is an obvious linkage betieen local air quality and long-range
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transport of air pollutants because a reduction of emissions will
effectboth.Howeve& legislationandrules designed fortheprotec-
tion of local air quality are neither appropriate nor sufficient to
dealwithpollutiononaregionalorcontinental scale. (Ontario1985a,

This passage highlights tm points: dispersing pollutants ti "clean up" cities

contributxzdti theLRT.APphm (a second-order consequence), and  current

emission guidelines were m-t designed with the effects of LRTAJ? in mind.  It is

important to note that dispersion policies contributed to mrm:thephmmena

was known to policy-mkers prior to the emergence of acid rain, and in fact, the

Ontariogmmmmant had been studying the acidification of the outlying Sudbury

environmark for many years, but these effects did mt becom a policy-issue until

several years lateL41 In other words, "acid rain" simply represents the inclusion

of previously ignored contaminants into the problem lens; pollutants are nuw

followed past the dispersion stage, beyond the imediate locale of the pollution

sources and the urban pollution monitors.

While the incorporation of LR!I!AP inti akr pollution policy may represent an

extansionorbmadeningof  the traditional "short-range" problem lens, other

aspects of acid rain conceptualization see this problem lens contracted significantly.

Thesecontractions stemprimarily fromthetechnigue used tomasure the current

problem: the perceived effects which triggered the political identification of

"acid rain" were detected as increases in the ambient acid concentration of preci-

pitation and lakes. They were recorded on a pH (potential of Hydrogen) scale, a

well established measure to denote the relative acidity or alkalinity of a solution.42

The pH scale has remained the singular problem-indicator since this time, and its

influence is felt at every stage of problem oonceptualization. First, the pH scale

only reads the effects of "acid-causing" contaminants and therefore excludes (or

ignores) all non-acidic contaknants  from the problem lens. This is a eely
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important problem-reduction variable and is responsible for the singular focus

on SO2 and NDx in acid rain politics.43 Second, thepH=sure also reduces the

problepnlens ticontaminants intheiragueous state.Sulphurous  wunds, for

example, must undergo a conversion to sulphuric acid if they are to appear on

theproblenindica~r. In its simplest  terms, thepHmeasurereduces theair

contaminants problem, conceptually and practically, to "acid" and "rain", and

little else. A sample definition of acid rain reads:

Xidrainis causedwhen sulphur dioxide andnitrogenoxideemissions
mixwith~&stureinthea~sphereandretumtiearthas  rainfall
that damages forests, waterways and aquatic life. (Toronto Star,
April U-1986)

definitions Emphasize that the contaminants are ‘transpoti, soaneas

distances, by theprevailingwinds' (Canada 1984b, p.2). Thus, although

may represent a geograwcal extension of the problen! lens, it has been

acccanpanied  by a bio-ctical reduction. This section intids to outline the

implications and problm with this reduced definition of airborne industrial waste.

It must be stressed here that the use of the pH scale does not mely guide

policy, it also reflects thebroadercontextinwhich itoccurs.Inotherwords,

thepH scalehasnotsimplyledpolicy-tiers downanarrc~path; it'sprobkm-

reductionpotentialreadily serves the interests ofmiti necessary control.

~&rmining "Valued" Points of I@.ngmt

In addition to the'standard'economistic andhumanistic  crieriawhich

characterize contexnporary enviro=tal values, acid rain conceptualization  is

based on the further distinction between "sensitive" and "non-sensitive" areas:

watersad  soilswitha
,N-""

neutralize acids. Other

high alkaline coqosition are better able to "buffer" or

ecosystm cannot neutralize the acidity, rraking the3n
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This acid-sensiti~ty-deriveddicho~reflects the ~Hmureandwhen

used ti designate "valued" (Vuln~able") areas, imneaiately renders a large

portion of the receiving ~virmt~ outside of the pmblm scenario.45 This

designation also mans that of the acidic contaminants (a relative minority),

only those which are deposited on %ulnerable"areas contribute ti theproblem,

orsothearytgoes' *
. .

Acid rain is mainly caused by_mnmde emissions of sulphur dioxide
and nitrogen oxides. Whm the rate of acid deposition exceeds the
rate atwhich the receiving eWironm2ntproduces  neutralizing
substances, them is a loss of the ability of soils and waters to
neutralize  the deposited materials. (Canada 1984a, p.1)

Eknissions not depsited on "sensitive" areas register as "diluted" so lm speak,

inthatthey falloutsideof theproblem-measure.Thus,under  theguidanceof
,<“bm1

pH-derived"valued'ecosystepns, air pollution politics is Mately reduced

t;o "acid_causing" contaminants which cmbine with moisture to realize their

acid-potential and ake then deposited on "vulnerable" areas.

Detemining "Tolerable" Concentrations

The principle of minimm necessary control holds that emissions should

be controlledmlywhen, andmrrore than, necessary to alleviate the perceived

problem and the importance of this matter for determining "tolerable" (i.e.

mximum) levels of pollution was established. lhe Sam principle operates to

guide acid rain policy formulation. The

been well-established and, when weighed

creates tremndous pressure to minimize

passage frcm an Ontario Ministxy of the
c-

the statemnts frm the 1967 Conference

costly nature of acid rain clean up has

against "negligible" perceived benefits,

antrol efforts.&- The following

Environmmtdocumntechoess~of

cited earlier:
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While totalabatemntof sourceswouldsolve the problem, itrrrust
beaccepted that NorthAmrican societywillbeusinglarge
amounts of fossil fuels for many years to cme. . ..It must also
beaccep~thatitismstuulikely  thattechnologymuld
reduceemissions of sulphur  dioxide andnitrogmoxides to zero.
Therefore, abatemnt programs applied to new and existing
sourcesmustdefine the specific amunttKZcanberealistical.ly
achiwedbytechnologyandbeeffective inpmtectingthe
enviro~t.wertnlstde~inquantitativeterms~mch
acid loading the environment can safely withstand so m.mmiml levels of abatemmt can be defi+. (Ontario 1980, p. 16.
m-is -147

Thispassagehighlights tm mrtantpoints. First, the pressure to define the

maximmpermissableconcentratim ("hmmchacid1oadingtheenvironmentcan

safelywithstandW) results franthe need (desire) to define '"minimal levels of

abatesI1lJltt".&cond,  thisneedtoloadtheen~ttiits maximumcapacity

applies tin&andexistins sources, which mans that the same principle wxld

needs

to an environmntal impact assessment.

When acidic tolerability is operationalized, the environment's minimal

arefurther mmprmised. Having estimated that the "affected parts of the

CanadianandAmricanenvirorm~&  (mre thanamillion sguaremiles) are receiving

atleasttwice as mch acid as they can tolerate" (Canada 1981, p.1. -hasis in

original), the federalandpxovincial  environmentministers agreedon Februaryl5,

1982 that "wet sulphate deposition should be reduced to less than 20 kg/ha&r by

1990 to protectmderately  sensitive lakes and streams" (Canada 1984a, p.10.

-hasis added). The target date has since been roved to 1994. This sacrifice of

less-than+mderately  sensitive" lakes and streams  is another instanceof social

priorities triumphing over the environmnt.

DeterminingCauseandEffect

As with air pollution, acid rain abatement  strategies are tied to the

demnstration  of decisive causal relations between sources and effects: again, only
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a fraction of all contaminants becme "party" to the excessive concentrations

being measured and these specific emissions must be earmarked forcontrol.The

role of post-emission factors (meteorological and mw geological) is central once

again:

Three thingsarenecessaxy for these
problemswenmface:
- the first is the pollution source,
alotof industries.

airlmrnepollutants  ti

usuallyinareaswhere

create the

there are

-The secondisweather conditionswhichcarrythesepollutantsover
long distances allowing for changes ti take place.
- The third is areas which are sensitive to the buildup of acid rain
and snow. (Canada n.d.b, p.2)48

This version of problem-formation dcxninates acid rain thinking.

If a decisive cause and effect relationship was difficult, if mt impossible,

.,111_ tiprovewithrespectto themrelocalizedairpollutionpmblem,  theLRI!PP

factor has

. .
l.lpdmmt

abatement.

cmplicatednhtters  significantly.T!his  has also-an important

to regulatory action and is often cited by those opposed to further

Thepolicylens new includes emissions frcmavarietyof MrthAmrican

sourceswhicharemixed intoageneral

tial effects (or lack of effects) of a

contributions of all sources combined.

of occassions that even if all Ontario

"pool" of contaminants49,  and the poten-

single source are now weighed against the

This has allowed Into to argueonanumber

emissions

originating elsewhere, would continue to fall on

area (Ontario 1979, p. 17, 44).

were eliminated, acid rain,

the province, even on thesudbuq

The "appropriate" meteorological and geological conditions of acid rain

fomtionhavebeen firmly incorporatedintocanadianacidraincontrolprograms:

Whenaninventoryofpointorarea sources is coupledwithmteorolo-
gical data and with deposition fields and monitored effects, inform-
tion is obtained which can be applied to abatemnt strategies. It can
be detemined what sources have an effect of specific areas and the
share each source contributes to that effect. It can then be determined
which sensitive areas will benefit from abatement from any one of these
sources. (Ontario 1980, ~.7)~~
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The importanceof this fomulationcannotbetierestimated. One reasonbehind the

extension of Into's 1978 control order was that, in the face ofnewanduncertain

findirags aboutacidrain, and in light of "the high costs of further abatE¶nenY,

itwas judgedbesttiidentify the "ultimte abatemnttarget" thatwouldbe

required before proceeding. Under the guidance of the dilution-assqtion  (supported

by the pH measue) policy-makers sought to determine "...the location and serious-

ness of Into emission effects on precipitation acidity"

-hasis added. See also Ontario 1982b, p.14). Any Into

alter precipitation acidity would, of cmurse, appear to

Timp, magazine has summrizedthe entirecause and

(Ontario 1979, p. 43-45.

emissions which did lbot

be "rendered harmless".

effect problem neatly:

Thus far researchers have been unable conclusively to trace increased
acidification to a particular source of sulfate emissions. Scientists
are currentlyworkingon aqutermdels Cto] provide a firmer under-
of the process by which emissions are swept along by prevailing winds,
chemically transformed into acid rain, and deposited in far away places.

Up in the clouds, the chemical reactions that transforms02 andNo,
intr, the sulfurandnitrogencmnpounds  ofacidrainare still imperfectly
understood. Studies are now under wav using 'cloud chambers'...to
test pollutant gases
p* 104)51

These circumstances surro&ing

in simulated a&sph&ic conditions. (Nov. 8, 1982,

cause and effect are closely related to acid rain

problem-reduction: the implicit assuqtion is that contaminants which do not

ur&rgoe a transformation ti "acid rain" are unproblematic. The entire matter,

however, is radically flawed in its logic: the specific cause and effect questions

being posed are only valid to the extent that the problem scenario has been "arti-

ficially" reduced in the preceding stages. Inothermrds, having reduced the

scenario, policy-makers are led to ask questions which would not be relevant

otherwise. These artificial reductions are closely related to the @ measure and
n<,, 1

the extent to which "acid rain" is a true misnomr.52

First, the designation of "sensitive" and "non-sensitive" areas is misleading.

It has been acknmledged (and ax?parently forgotten) by policy-makers on a number
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of occassions that even so-called mn-sensitive  areas are adversely affected by

the pollution:

. ..it has been found that many well-buffered lakes can lose an entire
year's hatch of valuable sports-&h due to the acidic shock effect of
Spring run-off, whm the pollutant laden winter accumulation of snow
suddenlymelts  into thewaterways. Heavy rain episodes can also cause
the sam acidic shock effect. (Ontario 1980, p. 1. -is in original)

The sensitivity criteria, then, is extre~~lylimitedanddoes  notaccountfor the

full impact of these acidic contaminants. Therefore, if policies were not based

upon this masure, regulatory officials muld not be faced with the difficult

problem of determining which acidic emissions are deposited on these sensitive

enviromts.

The next stage of artificial problem-reduction pertains to the question of

"acidity". Policy-makers have acknowledged in a number of occassions that a wide

range of non-acidic contaminants,  my of which were being regulated as "air

pollution", are stillbeingemittedandare subjecttilong-range  transport.53

It is alsoacknowledgedthatmnyofthese contaminants, suchas heavymkals

(often mating from the same source$hich  emit acidic ccqounds) )larw\ a

givenecosystem, whether  sensitiveornon-sensitive, and irrespective of the pH

criteria. For example, ithas been reported thattheMinistryof the Environment

triedtorecmer several lakes inthe Sudbuyarea after the constructionof the

superstack. Although the application of lim was able to "neutralize" the acidity,

highrr&alconcentrations (nickeland copper) still prevented the lakes fmn

becoming "livable" (Ontario 1979, p.18). Thesepoints  further invalidate the

use of the sensitivity criteria to designate the problem-mtential  of contaminants,

and further renders the causal relationship mAmeen acidic contaminants and sensi-

tive areas to circumstantial status.

The third point relates to the misnomr aspect of the "rain". Sulphurous
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acrpur&  readily oxidize to form SO2 and

to fomH2S04 - sulphuric acid. Under the

makers canonlymasure  sulphur pollution

SO3' arCi SO3 readily cmbines with Hz0

guidanceof thepHmasure,policy-

in its aqueous state, as sulphuric acid;

hence the importance of this conversion in acid rain problem conceptualization.

However, it is widely ackmwledged that "dry deposition" accounts for appmximtely

half of all sulphurous and nitrous deposition, and is equally harmful.54 This bit

of basic chemistry is vital because the contaminant SO2 clearly poses a threat,

wet or dry, and in fact, "thedrycognponentofdepositionismre  important  than

the wet in many forest ecosystems", minly throughabsoq&ion  into leaves and

needles (International Symposium 1985, p.4).Policy~makers  have kxmm this for a

long time: "air pollution" measured the gaseous concentration of sulphur in one

of its dry, oxidized states (SOJ.Sulphur dioxide's potential to convert to

sulphuric acidwas also recognizedlongago,  althoughapparentlydisregarded, at

least to the extent that it was not one of the urban pollution indicators.55

Inreducing thecurrentproblemtc sulphurous cmpounds intheiragueous  state,

policy-mkers havecreatedaneed tidetermine which particular emissions react

or corrbine with misture to fom "wet sulphate". These are thespecific missions

which are targeted for mntrol.56 Ignoring this artificial distinction be&aen

"wet" and "dq" deposition, and hence the focus on acidic "rain", would render

particular policy question irrelevant, or circumstantial at best.

this

It should be clear that if policy-makers responded to their knowledge that

"acidity" and the "rain", as well as the entire "sensitivity" criteria, are circum-

stantial variables in problem-formtion, and not causal, they wuld not be presented

with the need to determinewhichof themanyS02particles are tra6formd into

acid and deposited on sensitive areas. Itwould notmatterwhether sulphurous

pollution appeared in its gaseous or aqueous state, nor would it mtter where these
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andotherwntaminantswerede~sited. This, however, is what "dilution" is all

abouti igmring the factthatsulphurcausespmblems,  period.

If it were argued that the pH scale is mrely serving as an index of all

long-range problems, thislogicwouldbe wntradicted in the sam fashionasits

"local" wunteqxKt, theApI: policy-makers aredirectingtheirefforts ti (scm

of) the contaminants whose effects axe read on the pH index, and little else.

When policy-makers  decide lm include more than !SC2 and Nox in their sights, when

they recognize (or admit) thattiese twowntaminants  in their liguidstatem

prise only a portion of a largerproblem, itwill beccmeappar~tthatpHonly

masures certain aspects of acidic impact, and the question of acid-sensitivity

will be relegated to sewndary status (at best) and pM (hopefully) will be dethroned
"M.m ,

as thedcminantproblem--sure. There will no longer be a need to determine

the precise "acid-causing' relationship outlined above, nor will opnents of

furtherabatemntbe inaposition lm invoke tlx arguments about uncertainty

which ensue from this matter. The further implications of the diagnosis of acid

rainwill bediscussed ina separate sectionbelow.

Controlling Fbr mient Acid Concentration

It has already been indicated that "controlling" acid rain entails no more

than alimitednumberofcontaminants. Inlookingatthe strategies available to

the governmnts of Canada, the circumstances surrounding the problemrule out Ia0

of the major air pollution "control" methods: altered stack heights and a warning
system. Altered stack heights are not an option for obvious reasons. Just as taller

stacks contributed to the problem, lowering stacks muld reintroduce tire serious

,fl*“*l- urban air pollution problem. As to the develo-t of an acid rain warning system

along the lines of theAPI, such a system is not feasible. The nature of the

problem, with its considerable time lag betwem emissions and deposits, the slow
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andcumulativenatureof theeffects,aswellas theuncertain

the causes of a given acidic rainfall are in direct contrast to

surrourding an urban "air pollution episode".

Another dilution-oriented strategy for "controlling" acid

1inksbeWem

the conditions

rain is the applica-

tion of lim to acidified lakes as a way of neutralizing  the pH. While

been carriedoutin scmeareas of Canada, it is openly acknowledged

dialmeasure andmtan effective abatmmtstrategy.5,

liminghas

asarem-

These circumstances leave the reduction of emissions at the source as the

only feasible long-term abatemnt option, andhasbeenr&dilyackn&ledgedas

such. Ontario's Standing coarmittee on Resources Develmt (1979, p. 20) wrote:

Allof the experts appearingbefore the amnittee agreed thattheonly
effective, long-term solution to the acidic precipitation problem is
substantialreductionof theguantities of sulphurandnitrogenoxides
emitted into the atmosphere from human sources.,Q

30

The elimination of "selective" and

to reduce theemissionswhichwere

is not surprising, therefore, that

"interim" abatemnt thus intensifies the pressure

so strongly resisted in the earlier years. It

after mre than a decade of debate and "further

research", these reductions havenotbeenmade. Inretrospect, the regulatory

actions which led to dispersion were relatively prompt, mst likely because "external"

controlismchless threatening tc,thz Canadian political-economicorder thanare

"internal" strategies.

The major policy questions for sm time have surrounded the implemntation

of thepmposedreductions, and the limited problem definition outlined above

has r~inedurquestioned.Howeffective, however, can such policies be, even

if executed to perfection.3 Even if, for example, Canada and the U.S. resolve their

,,..IC~-* differences and abatement efforts receive full comni&ent, including the finan-

cial backing necessary to achieve the 50 percent reduction of emissions by 1994,

this goalwas derived fromestimates of "wet sulphate" on 'Ymderately  sensitive areas".
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Whataboutdry  sulphate, non-sulphate andnon-sensitiveareas? Add to this the
econcmic growth rates predicted (and prayed for) for coming years. Will it seem

"rational" togo any further, especially in the face of econcmicpressure?  Having

struggled for over ti decades to achieve such mdest gains, will opponents (or

evenpmponen~)ofmviJmnmEmtal protectionaccept theneed for further  abatement?

Present policies, if iqlemnted, will likely be seen as an "end" to the problem,

and itwill be hard to argue otherwise until the problem resurfaces, at which tim

the debate willstartanew,and~stlikelyunder~~mystifyingterrrts.

Itmustalsobe noted  that, although a100percentabatemntmuldbe  "irra-

tional" resource utilization,  even such a complete remval of all contaminants

frmstickemissionswouldnotrelieve  society of theneed todisposeof thiswaste.
#U”“b

Once "captured", these

"managed", mst likely

contaminantsmustgo "somwhere", theymstbe storedand

in a "slag heap" (an "acid waste landfill"), where they

willaddto society's growing solidwastedisposalproblem.whetheryoulook

at toxic and radioactive waste, ImuseImld garbage or air contaminants, "disposal"
is another dilution-yth  which functions to prop up the illusion that there is

an "aBAy" . Matter is never "disposed" of, it is mrely roved s-here else.

Furthermore, even this strategy does not address the inevitable waste "production"

which appears long before any given compound is slated for cmbustion.

Into, for example, were tile to remove and safely store 100 percent of

which comes from the stack, their mining practices are responsible for

50,000 tonnes of fine acid tailings, amngst other substances, emitted

water systems daily. Similarly, coalminingcontributes ti the

aquatic bodies through "acid mine drainage".59.

EVen if

the effluent

anestimted

into local

acidification of
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"@id rairi] is so unassuming. Yet it is perhaps our ultimate horror -
thedestructionof our way of lifeby badweather." (Toronti Star,-

April 5, 1987)

The weather has always played an important  causal role in the foxmation

of air pollution. Icoking at acid rain, this causal rolehas beenheightened

considerably, and the air contaminants problem often a-s in a highly "reified"

formGo This "naturalization" of the problem can be attributed to three factors.

First is the altered control strategy scenario. The elimination of mny dispersion

techniques and the sub-t increase in pressure to finally reduce emissions at

the source gives policy-makers avested interesthoweverunconscious,  to further

I cm II.. extemalize the problem. Second, acid rain is testimny to past policy failures,

and therefore, any respect in which the problem can be naturalized relieves the

burden of facing up 4m these failures. This is especially important  because

@icy_makers are still employing may of the same concepts which misguided air

pollutionpolicy.Andthiti,once thephenmenonwas cast into therreteorological
(non-human) realm, the potential existed, andevenmnifestitself tovarying

degrees in conceptions of air pollution. In fact, this is why it was cast outwards

in the first instance; to side-step the human role and "hide" the wastes. LE?TAP

problems see an increase in the physical distance belxeen emission sources and

perceived effects, andthismare shiftingeographicproximity

greater "meteorological intervention" in the problEm_fomation

especially the case when the complex causal variables are seen

amsphere itself.

lends itself to

process. This is

ti reside in the

..4-* Acid rain problemformation  was presented above as a three-stage process.

At other times it appears diagramatically as a five-stage process. An example is

reproduced as Figure One below. Figure Tm is a truncated version of the same
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FIGWBONE- A Diagramtic F&presentation of Acid Rain Problem-Form&ion
(Source: Canada (n.d.b)

FImm- A Diagramtic Representation of Air Pollution Problem-Formation
(Adapted Fmn: Canada (n.d.b)
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~agram~reprBeIltthedaninantwnceptionofair@lutioninretrospect.

Note that in thecase of air pollution the assumption that contaminants are

sufficiently  diluted (supportedbylocalambientair masures) stops the process

at this stage. It was only with the Viscoveq" of acid rain that the mdel

(scope of vision) was extended. I will address each of these five stages, begining

with transportation, ti demnstrate themannerandextmttowhichacid

becom reified and mystified with respect t-r, its origins or causes.

Transportation: TheWinds

Conceptions of air pollution saw the wind as a "receiving stream" or "con-

rainhas

veyor belt", terms which imply an "end" to the problem, i.e. dilution. As “disper-

sion" the wind takes pollutants away frcm the valued points of impingemmt and

thus often plays a preventative role. Acid rain and the LcliTAp process, on the

other hand,  lookattheendresultof dispersion, that is, the eventual deposi-

tion of contaminants, and this places the wind into a role of "mde of transport".

The wind thus enters the problem scenario prior to the perception of effects;

pollutants are transported~thewinds before their effects aremeasured, and

subsequently, theproblmis oftensaid ti "ccm fmn" thewinds:

This fallout of destructive acid rain, snow, and to a lesser extent
dry particulate matter, results frm the long-range transport of
air pollutants.... (Ontario 1980, p.1. -hasis added)

I(

The wind also "causes" the pollutants to transfomr

@02 a.MKD&o through chemicalchangeswhilebeing carried
by the winds through the atmosphere. (Canada n.d.b, p.2. mhasis added)

The implication is thataproblmwouldnot

This scenario contains an instructive

is caused by "poor ventilation" or the lack

result from the absence of LRTAP. "Cleaning

ensueifU?TAPwereabsent.

irony. m the extent that air pollution

of dispersion, it could be said to

up" pollution entailed dispersion,
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c “-*

and this dispersion, now  read=, apparently is the causeofacidrain. Folicy-

makers, in effect, painted themselves into a comer (or B tr@ed there by

their predecessors). When pollutants fail to disperse, they cause one problem:

whentheydodisperse,theycauseanother. The division of the globe into

sensitive andnon-sensitiveareasisobviouslyaniqortantadditionhere: the

problenrpotentialofcontaminantsis  nowa function of where the winds take W.61

TheMysterious Transformation

Several passages citedabove suggest

dioxide to sulphtiic acid is the result of

EmTiro~t  Ministry:

that the transformationof sulphur

LRT?SP.Anotherexa@e frcanOntario's

. ..acid pollution is fd by a co@ex series of chemical and physi-
cal reactions....

Sulwurand nitrogenwunds,  emitted prkilyinthe formof
sulphur  dioxide $S@) andoxides of nitrogen (NOx), are transported
bywinds andair currentsathighandl~altitudes.PMeorological
conditions cancarry these pollutants hundreds to thousandsofmiles
from their starting point, allwing time for chemical transformation
to acids. (Ontario 1980, p.1. -hasis added) 62

The mystwious nature of this transformation is played-up considerably. Environment

Canada has referred to it as "abracadabra"-like (Canada 1981, p.15) and Time has

written: "Precisely hew acid rain forms in the atisphereis stillamystery

to scientists" (Nov. 8,1982, p.98). I have already shcwn that the transfomtion

to acid is not a causal variable in the damage attributed ti S02, nor is LFI!IW

a causal variable in the conversion. It was even acknwledged  publicly by Environ-

ment Canada in the early 1970's that the conversion to sulphuric acid could

take place in the respiratory tract of humans and animals (Canada 1973c).

Atno t&e during theairpollutioncontroversywas thismatter referredtoas
*,,w"(hi

"mysterious" or "abracadabra"-like, probably because it wasn't being used to derive

emission standards. LRT!AP, on the other hand, is said to "allow changes to take

place", creating the impression that the contaminants would not pose a problem
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if theywerenot transportedanddidnotwnveti.~he~~ceof  this factor

in the politics of acid rain is an important feature of the problem's mystifi-

cation: the problem is created "up there", in the clouds.

Deposition: The Rain

Acid rain has beccm~ so closely associated with the rain, literally, that it

appears as if therainis the causeoftheproblem. Amadiannewspaperhas

referred to "the rain of death" and "stopping the rain"; Environmnt Canada (1984b)

discusses  “the  cost of clcaning the rain"; theOntariogovemmnt has published a

~tentitledThe CaseAgainstTheRain (1980); Timeopensits wver story

on the problem by saying "nwadays the davastation bmught by the rains...";

araindropisoftenusedto symbolicallyrepresenttheissue,  as aredecapitated

umbrellas; and possibly themstdishearteningoccurancehas been the aqzearance

of a colouring book for children aged 4-9 entitled Rag Rain Co Away .63

F'urthemore, mvironment  Canada's "Acid Rain Watch", published weekly, recently

report&that:

Sunny skies againprovidedaneasyweek for researchers atthemtario
Envirormmt M'inistry's acid rain centre at Dorset.... The only recorded
precipitationwas 0nWednesdaywhm fourmillimeters of dangerously
acidic rain fell with a pH level of 4.1" (Toronto Star, March 28, 1987)

Oneisledti believe that air wntaminants are not a problemwhen it is not

raining. The preceding  pages h.=e already &wed that this is not true, and it is

here thatwe finda similar irony ti that of the wind as "prevention/cause".

B@asuremnts ofambientairwncentration do not detect sulphur in its aqueous

state, andwnsequently, the rainappears here as a "cleansing agent", "washing"

the wntaminants from the sky ahd preventing an air pollution
1M'N"  *

Through the wntemporary problem lens, on the other hand, the

became problemtic because the rain brings them frcm the sky,

problem from foming.64

wntminants only

as a "rain of death".
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Clearly the contaminants pose a problem whether it rains or not. An iqortant

contributing factorhereis thatrainisnaturallyacidic,  a factwhichhas

allowed opponents of regulation to argue that "acid rain is natural" (Tim,

mve&er 8, 1982, p.98). This statemnt is not false, simply misleading and fur-

ther testimony to the inappropriate natureof thepHmeasure.

The rain, as with the conversion to acids, are circumstantial variables in

problem-tirmtion which have been made to appear as causal.65 This prccess also

lends further credence to themythof "away', the assu@i.on  that if contaminants

are blm here or there, or are converted this way or that, they are "diluted".

Thedualmles playedbyboththewindandrain inrecenthistoryare testimny

that the assutqtion is patently false. Pollutants mst go 'kmwhere", and in the

case of air pollution and acid rain, "scmewhere"  is always the other. If the

t.issueswereconceptualized  in the sambreaththe contradictionwouldbecame

unbearably -licit. Acid rain policy-makers are in a particularly difficult si-

tuation because many of the "aways" have been eliminated; hence the elaborate

meteorologicalandchemicalcriteriaunderwkichcontaminants  are still excluded

frm the problem scenario. In effect, policy-tiers, with the help of pH, have

creatd mre "aways".

The altered conceptions of the wind and the rain in problem-formation have

the following important result: the distance between sources and effects is now more

than geographical, it is also bio-chemical, m&eorological and, in effect, ideational.

Sensitive ReceivingAreas

Sensitivity denotes a geological rendition  and emissions which are not

deposited on these areas are not considered problematic. mre often than not, this#ic'"‘-

geological circumstance is cited as one of the main reasons Canada is presently

suffering from the effects of acid rain. An Into official has stated that:
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The soil.sofmchofFasternNorth~ricaare  thinandlow in
alkalinity and the acidity thatmightotherwise  be~~eutraliz&_by
wellbuffered soils reports into lakes andriversunneutralized.
(~nco 1982, p.l-2. -is added)66

In thisway thegeological  factors arecastinto acausalroleand, just as the

weather samtimes acts as an "ally" , policy-makers andpollutersnahave

"geological allies" in those areas which are not "vulnerable".

Further testimmy to air pollution's reification is found in tk discussions

of emission sources. It has been recognizedforscmtimethatcertaincontami-

nants, suchas sulphurdioxide,arepresentin theatmosphereas  aresultof

volcames,  forest fires,

matter has received such#,l@=N
I

in thenaturalizationof

and other occurances. With acid rain, however, this

mmminmce that it must be interpreted as a prim factorL

pollution. Figure One depicts emissions as being of

humn origtir and this is in concert with the cmmnly acceptedunderstandingof

the problem. Many discussions of acid rain hmever, before anything else,

mention that there are natural sources of pollution and that rain is naturally

acidic. An mvironmnt Canada "Fact Sheet on Acid Rain" (1985) asks, as its 'first of

fifteen questions, "What causes acid rain? Are sources of acid rain natural or

man-made?" The Special Envoys &port (1986) opens its discussion of "missions" with:

Someof the sulfurandnitrogenmanpounds  that are theprecursors of
acid rain are emitted by natural sources. Sulfur and nitrogen are
natural catponents of the sea, soils, and organic matter; consequently,
both sulfurandnitrogenccmpounds areregularlyreleased to the
atmsphere through organic and inorganic processes. (~.8)6~

While non-humn sources of air contaminants were often mentioned in earlier air

pollution discussions, they kiere never assigned the importance one finds today

c’m**“’  .

/
with acid rain,68 and at no time was their presence s&as reason enough to

seriously question the human role in problemfomation. 69 Although @icy-tiers

today often acknowledge that "naturalmissions of sulfur and nitrogen coqounds
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are relatively insignificant amtributors to acid rain" (Special mvoys 1986, p.8)

the prmixnce assigned to this fact prior to dismissal is an interesting

reflection of current conceptualizations  of air pollution.

Monster  InTheClouds

Given thec&inationof  factors citedabove,  that there arenatural sources

of acidic ccqmunds, that the pollutants are "brought" by the winds, that they

are "created" by scm "mysterious" alnospheric  andchemicalprocess,  that they

are often deposited by a non-human agent, the rain, which is naturally acidic, and

thattheultimatedet exminantofhaxmis geological, it is only a mall step,

conceptually, by which acid rain takes on extreme, highly reified forms of
*.#.."'.

representation. Former Environmnt CanadaMinister  JohnRoberts referral to acid

rain as "thenost devastating form of pollution imaginable, an insidious mlaria

of the biosphere" and "a far store subtle and insidious foe than we thought possible

not trx> long ago" (emphasis added); form3 Ontario Envirorment Minister Keith

Norton stated that "pcid rain] appears to our experts to remain rampant" and

referred to the province's "all-out war" on acid rain" (q$msis added); Prime

Minister mlroney has spoken thus of acid rain: "it's killing our lakes, it's

killing our environment and we can't solve it alone. The nefarious effects of

this are indiscriminate" (eqhasis added): and Environment Canada (1981, p. 12,lO)

has referred tr, the pollutants as "a heavyweight prizefighter" and an

killer stalking the ~ater".~~ At times the science fiction overtones

explicit:

"unnatural

becom

You know, it sounds like yellow journalism, like samething out of
2001, when you talk about the rain essentially being a rain of death;

It sounds like a screen play for a science fiction mvie; a planet
where invisible gases undergo a transformation as they travel through
the clouds, eventually falling ti earth - scmetims thousands of
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kilometersfrcmtheirsource- as acids capable of crippling the
enviromts wy invade." (Canada 1981, p. 17,3. -hasis added)

Stated simply, the problem is presented as non-human, as s-thing which i

originates "up there" and preys upon the inrxxentearth.Thisportrayalofa

%&killer" on thelooseperhaps reaches its graphic epitcxtxaonthe

Tix~ mgazine (Novepnber  8, 1982) where it is represented, literally,

in the clouds preying upon a serene wilderness a~a.~l

cover of
asanaanster

It could be argued that the reified representations of acid rain which we

witness are merely "attention getters" or "effective qrbolic ~cations",

but the "attention getters" used to ecate air pollution fifteen years ago

weregualitativelydifferentanddidnotmystify the relationshipbe~ source

*U-n+., andreceptor ti theextentwe find wy. In 1970 Tirre referred ti "poisoning

the air” and “an

Conversely, scum

sky - Corrosive

a-spheric sewer", phrases which could iqly a human source.

newspaper headlines from the 1980% have read: "Acid F'xm The

RainHas &co~~An InsidiousMnace"  and "DeathInTheSky"

(eqhasis added), descriptions which in no way suggest a human source.72 Further-

more, in light of the rain metaphors which characterize  acid rain discourses, con-

sider the following, also from Tti in 1970:

Lawsuits continue to spew from Ellinois Attorney General William
Scott Junior's] office in Springfield l_+e smoke from a busy factory
in East St. Louis. (January 5, 1970, p.-37. -hasis added)

Table One below counterposes selected passages from Tima's first major cover story

on "the enviroIxnent" in 1970 and the 1982 cover story on "acid rain". The

contraststiuldbeclear.

This reification of air pollution may be rrore ambiguous than unequi~l

C.ll at the present &, in that few people may actually believe that acid rain is

caused Q7 external, natural forces. However, the evidence presented here IMY
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TABLEONE - Selected Passages Frm Time ccenparing Air Pollution and Acid Pain

1970 1982

Title: "Fighting to Save The Earth Title: "Acid Rain: The Silent Plague"
From Man"

___~~~~_~lll~~~~~~~~~-----~~~~~~~~~~~~--
"The U.S environment is seriously I' . ..the devastation brought by the
threatenedby the pmdigalgarbage rains is so silent, invisible,
of the mrld's richest ecoq." pervasive...."
__________~~~~l~l~-~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
'I . ..the country's visible decay, II

. ..an insidiousmalariaof the
America the Ugly." biosphere."
~~11~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
II . ..the dangerous illusion that 1' . ..a blight as widespread and

Llman can build biggs and bigger careless of its victims, and of
mdustrial societieswith scant international boundaries, as the
regard fortheimnlawsofnature. winds that disperse it."
. ..Like maggots in a sack of flour..."
~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~-~~-----~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"U.S. plants...gush 172 million tons I' . ..a catastrophe of a leisurely
of smke and fm~s into the air." kind, troublebuildingupashcwer

at a tin-e."
~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~
I’ . . .mn’s  mindless destruction." "Acid rain is natural."

Feb.2,1970 Nov.8,1982
pp. 42-49 pp. 98-104

represent the early stages of a. trend which will see the humn role in problem-

formation incrWingly absolved or remved. Thepotentialforthis  trend is

especially strong becauseitappears thatpolicy-makerswillbeincreasingly

faced with the task of re-addressing problems which were the focus of past policy

efforts, and the location of blame will have important ramifications for hm

these policy efforts are evaluated.

Numrous examples support my contention that this trend is increasing. For

exa@e, in April, 1986, a report on "Toxic andOxidantAir Pollution" was released

withthehopes ofmvingcontenporaqairpollutionpolitics "Beyond Acid Pain"

(Mellon et al 1986). Within days newspapers reported the new problem as



"Toxic Rain" (mronto Star, April 29, May 5, 1986) and the label guickly  found

its my into an editorial cartoon (Tbronti Sun, April 30, 1986). Thus, while

the report may have helped policy-mkers recognize the need to move beyond "acid",

the problem is still associated with the "rain". In light of the well entrenched

exismce of "acid rain" the incident was not surprising, but disheartening

nevertheless. At least with acidic contaminants the rain is a circumstantial

variable, but no suchcon&tion existswith toxic pollutants. Itmuldappear--

that the q&o1 is runningawaywithotherissues aswell.

This

mattersof

river is a
.W

&mdencytonaturalize enviromtal problems is notrestrictedto

air pollutim. The well-kmwn case of the "Toxic Blob" in the St, Clair

reified expression of "industrial waste", its former nam. Consider

also thecircunrstances surroundingtheclosingof MetroTorontobea
ch
esinthe

summr of 1986, as presented in the daily press.

reported thatdangemus bacterial levels atthewaterfrontwere

cmibination  of hot, rainy weather and an antiquated sewer system."

dominated by the non-hums, variable, the rain,

itself. Subtitled "Pollution is Suspected After

stated that the beaches muld remain closed for

weather." The rains continued for severalweeks andonAugust8 the

that"persistentandattims  torrential rains thathavediacourag swirmers

are also responsible for the warning signs that went up Way at lan's Point?'

wlaining that "we're at the mercy of the weather'*, a Toronto Hea th inspectir

isguoted further: "If the weather changes, if it stops raining, if we get

scmwindtomvethewateramundthe
“ L*vn

paper reported that "wamteqeratures

situation could change." next day the.

andwetweatherwillkeepal of Toronto's
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beaches  closed this weekend”, ~theTorontoSunre~~~August28,under

theheadline "RainGods Frowned on Metro", that "the dompour closed my

beaches for at least 24 hours and others for the rest of the summer", citinga

Tbmnto Board of Health official as its source. This is an excellent mle

of circumstance turned inti cause: the rain could not close the beaches by

itself, only in conjunction with other, human, factors.

according

rainwas alsoaculpritin the famous mveCanal case, at least

to one press report:

Foratleastadecade, theburiedchemicalswereno pmblm. But
in 1976, after years of akmormlly heavy rain, the cheCc%ls, leaking
frm corroded containers, began to rise. (Time, August 14, 1978)

Significantly, each of these examples stem frcm the re-emrgence of apparently
,cMI=m

"controlled" pollutants. If the evidence presented here is any indication of

howpolicy~makerswill attempt to explain futureenvironmntalpmblems,

extrem reification will be the order of the day.73

Recalling the conceptsof internaland extemal attribution introduced

earlier, if causal responsibility for these problems was located within society's

dminant values and practices (internal attribution), we xmuld, in effect, be

admitting thatourdeep-seatedandcherishedgoals are theprimry coqonentof

problmfomtion, the causal factir. As a result, wide-reaching and potentially

revolutionary change mu.ld be called for. Internal attribution, mt surprisingly,

is strongly resisted. External attribution, on the other hand, manages to side-

step such critical self-appraisal and helps prop up the illusion that Canadian

society can carry on without significant alteration. We can  all rest assured

that any problems enco~tered along the way

"within"; at least it's "not our fault". If

interpretation of particular m3xo~ological

originate frcm_"witlmut" and not frcm

the political classification and

and bio-chemical occurances we witness
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appearto saylittleaboutthenatureof theproblemitself, they speakvolumes

on the policy culture of air pollution. Ektemal attribution also legitimates

the emplyment of the preferred external. control strategies.
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when policy-mkers address

theyusuallydo, they ostensibly

pollution problems after they have occured, as

seektodeteminewhichcontaminants are

responsible for the infraction. undoing so, they alsodecidewhichcontaminants

m not responsible for the perceived problem. Establishing innocence in this

context is an -licit CcBnponent of establishing guilt and it is within the

mchinations  surroundkgcauseandeffectthatwe  findanunveilingof the

criteria under which contaminants appear "diluted", the unfolding and articulation

of the various "artificial" problem-reduction factors which indicate that the

mjority of emissions are "rendered harmless". The effort is guided, at least in

i,@--- part,bytheunstatedmaxim "out of sight/out of mindf'.74 Donning a set of

"glasses" which inmdiately relegate the "unvalued" parts of the enviromk32t

outside of their field of vision, policy-mkers then further sacrifice (ignore)

perceivedenvimnmentalneeds inthenmeof short-temeconcmic gain.Measures

are then utilized which implicate only a fraction of all contaminants, leaving

the rest "unseen". When, and if, a response does ensue, it looks to push the

problem out of sight, into a form or place Ghere itwill not be detected. Here

it awaits to be "re-diswvered"  under infinitely mre cmplicated and mystifying

cause and effect circumstances. The case of acid rain is a perfect example.  Indeed,

policy-mkers  appear to be engaged in an elaborate effort to relegate the vast

majority of contaminants outside of the problem scenario to support the

assm@ior: that they have been "diluted".

The process is closely related to the principle of minimm necessary control:

caught in a circumtance  which sees a large amount of contaminants already in the

environmnt, and under trmmdous pressure frcm all sides to "clean up" as little

as possible to ensure unimpeaed production, any contaminant which policy&ers
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can successfullydivert  fromtheirrfeasuringinstruments relieves the perceived

clean up burden accordingly. In short, policy-mkers have a strong vested interest

inrelieving themived ~~tyof~~~'slimitatio~,and.dilution

serves this illusionwell.

C.C. Lax's interpretation of theTorontolead smltercontxwersyprovides

anotherillustrationoftheway  in which omtaminants are given a "clean slate", and

also demnstrates that the process applies to local and long-range problems alike.

At the risk of oversimplifying the lead case, the following generalizations can

bemade.Allparties  acknowledged thattheleadsmelters inquestionemitted

lead intr, theatmsphereandthatthepresenceofleadcouldbedetectedin the

surrounding areas. It was also agreed, at least in principle, that lead poses

a serious health threatandthatincidences  ofleadpoisoning me&cumntedin

the area (although this last point was not wholly accepted by scma). The nain

questions surrounded the d-n&ration of cause and effect. Put simply: "How do

wekncm thattheleademittied  frcmthese smlterswas responsible forcontamina-

ting the residents-3 It could have been other sources." The burden of proof rested

on the mmplainants, andas theaffectedresidents disco-, answering this

question in decisive terms is impossible. Assuming, for the sake of argument, that

theleadernitted fmmthe smalterswas  not the sar~leadwhichcontaminated  the

residents, as thedefendents claimed, anclthato~~sourceswereresponsible,

the followingguestionbegs tobeasked:What, then, haped to the lead smalter's

emissionsiftheydidnotmntaminate the Matevicinity? Wheredidtheygo

and hcxlJ is it that they were "rendered hamless"? Theansweris thattheyconta-

rninated other regions where the effects cl: lead were not being mnitored.75

The net result in this case, as with acid rain, is that the perceived carrying

capacity of the earth is "enlarged", at least according to policy-mkers' calculations.
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V&en the principle of minimrmnecessarycontrolopera~swithrespectto

future developments,whenpollutionproblgns  haveyettooccur, the deeper

resource-logic upon which it rests is fully exposed. This dimension is clearly

vital for the envimmmntal irqqct asses-t process. Once defined as a resource,

theair (aswithanything else) is fully subject to the contesnporary lawsof
econmic rationality,whichdictates  thatall resourcesmstbeused inthemst

efficient mnner. Efficiency in this cork& entails exploiting all of the

atmsphere's capacity for "self-renewal" as a cost-effective masure. In some

instances, if this logicwere followed to its extreme, the resultmuld bemre

pollutionas societywmldatM@touse all the "wasted" air in "undeveloped"

areas. If policy-makers have not yet consciously erected polluting factories
*n*L**

in theseareas simply tioutilize this air, it is mst likely because such facto-

ries have not been needed. When the need does arise for this air to serve as a

xaste disposal <facility, EIA's themselves will infom policy-tiers bw best b3

utilize it to its mximm, eitherbyrecmmndingthattheplantbelocated in

an area with "good ventilation" or scm other dispersion tactic.

Even if such EIA's were executed to perfection, if they were coqletely

ccmprehensive and integrated into thedecision-mkingprocesswellin  advanceof

allprojectcmmibxznts, if they were based on ccorcplete  and precise information

regarding all ecosystem interactions, and ifthey were backed by the necessary

politicalwillto see theirperfectimplemntation, they still couldmtescape

the grips of maximum pemissable concentration. As a passage quoted above (page 29)

indicated, new

tothemximm
I #w--n

and existing sources of pollution should be designed in relation

amunt of acid loading the enviroment can "safely" withstand.

Even if policy-rmkers  could predict all the likely consequences of a given project,

is it wise to consciously maximize the humn impact on the earth for the sake of
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fulfilling narrowly defined social interests?

Arguments  in favour of such a course of action are even less tenable in

relation to the "real'" scenario, where EIA's are mt (and cannot) be executed to

perfection. This realistic scenario features:

clAn . ..ae  scope of the unkmwn. Kmwledge of the factors affect-
ing the operation of ecosystems may be vast, but it is still far fm
beingcoqlete enough topermitthe constructionofaccuratecausal
mdels. Without such models, it is not likely that the effects of
environmntal disturbances will be forecast accurately. We sixply do
notknowallthe it@ications ofmnyoamplexcause-and-effect <J
relationships (Canada 1986a, p.6);

. ..relevant scientific kmwledge coften takesJ many years to accumlate
to the level which scientists feel is an acceptable basis for ixpor-
tant social decisions. Although scientific uncertainties remain, the
public interest mst be served as best it can, and policy-makers
must act (p.27); $ndl

errorsinpredictingthemagnitudeofchangeareccmmn;  multistageand
cumlati.e\ impacts are correctly predicted less fregumtly,  if at
all . . ..cand> coqlex systems with may linkages are not usually well
understood (p.14).

Add to this the realityofcmpetingpoliticaland social interests aswellas

the fact that, broadly speaking, humans make mistakes, as do their machines. If

this is the case, is it "sensiblel' to practice the philosopw of mximum permissable

concentration? It is akin to filling up a balloon with poisonous gas to just

below its bursting point, andwithoutactuallyknmingwhere thatburstingpoint

is, &fining it in relation to the amunt of gas the dispemor wishes to put in it,

The ballom's  harrying capacity can be enlarged in the dispenser's mind, but

this will bear no relation to when the balloon will actually burst. Similarly,

the environment's minimal needs canbecontinuallyredefined tokeeppacewith

society'sburgeoningwaste, but society does so at the earth's -se. The carry-

.-  ” ingcapacityof theglobe~anbe enlarged, but only in the h-mind, or on a

balance sheet, and this will bear no relation to that carrying capacity, wherever

it my lie. And furthemore, in lhis case we do not have the luxury of a separate
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balloon ti act as a threshold and to insulateus frcm the gases we dispense before

theclimax. On the wntrary; welive intheballoonandare  fumigating ourselves

(andeveqthing else) in the process. Tkbe balloon's bursting will only be the

logical wnclusion of a destructive affair which has been relatively

for severalhmdredyears.

Even accepting that "advances" inknowledgehavebeen achieved

constant

andare still

forthcoming, such advances have not kept pace with the phenm towhichthey

are addressed, nor wuld they reasonably be expected to. These "admnces" can

alsobeinlzrpretedas"regressions" in at least tm respects. First, when SO2

and other contaminants fell under the rubric "smoke" or "fums" at the begining

ofthiscentury,  their status asa "nuisance" was ironically mre accurate than

*W-. their mdern expression as "acid rain". Whereas "acid rain" represents a reduction

of the problem, literally, to "acid" and "rain", the focus on "smoke" (at least

potentially) encapsulates all of B contaminants (and activities) which made up

the "smoke" problem, at least in the extent that the wncept of ,rsmke" (or “fumes”

or "noxious gas") in no way autmatically  excludes the vast majority of emissions

frmits dcmin. Tkisdoesnotmean  that "~kepolicy-makers'did~teventually

exclude mst contaminants fxm their field of vision. In the spirit of "out of

sight/out of mind" they wntrolled for visible emissions, using a "smoke density

charY1 as their FrOblem-msUre (which, incidently, is still meteomlogically-

sensitive). The "smoke" problem was scmzwhat relieved, but many of the invisible

gases continued  unabated (and unseen). A portion of them are finally being re-

addressed toda~.~~

As political priorities shifted in the
pll1

was placed closer to the fore, policy-mkers

and ironically, the mre precise the masure

wurseof thecenturyandpollution

adopted nore "precise" measuremnts

becam,thenarrmer the problem became.



This is especially the case with long-range problems where a joumey frm effects

to probable causes, under the guidance of pH-precision, can eliminate mst of

the suspects, evenbefore departure. the evidence does warrant a decisive

quilty verdict for a particular set of contaminants, it equally decisively

excludes all other contaminants frm the scene of thecrime, and themre

precise themeasure, thegreateris thenumberofcontaminantswhichare  excluded.

in simple terms, if pressure to control air pollution results in a need to

further specify thecriteriaunder~chcontaminantswillbeignored,  the

"scientization"  of industrial waste as "acid rain" aides considerably in the

task.

Increasing scientific precision has several other implications. First, it

lends "credibility" to the increasingly regressive interpretation of pollution,

thomughlydisgxiising  thewider socialcharacterof thephenczrmaunderamsk

of "value-free rationality", "facts" and "efficiency'Y7,  Furthenmre, the greater

the scientization of the problem, the greater is the distancing of the non-scientist

from the problem, who must then turn to the experts for a scientific interpreta-

tion of a social and political problem. Citizens have to rely on scientists for

verification of acid rain's existence~mre so than they do for a "smke"

problem.

Thesecondregressive aspectofconqrary environmental politics is

merely an extension of the first, although mre firmly in the cognitive realm.

The reification of industrial waste as "acid rain" further demnstrates just how

far policy-mkers (andeveryone else) are frm ccming to grips with a relatively

sinple contaminant such as SO*. As
+,,'mil"*

result of "natural" pmcesses, the

naturalized. In thus scape-goating

scmething which originates "out there" as a

industrial waste problem has become effectively

the non-human, policy-makers have foregone
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and

self-criticism in favour of "better mnagmt" and meteorological prediction,

deep dcxm we are 'off the hook" so to speak.

~mthermre, inconceivingofthepmblmas  anexternalthreat (rather

than as -thing of society's own makings), the social order itself is rein-

forcedasitis calledupon todefendits
fil

f fmmthis'external" challenge.

Thus, the reification of air pollution is in fact the reification of a high-

polluting social order whose problematic beliefs and practices are fixed as

the "given", “natural order of things", md intumemrges as a positive,

"improving" force which will ratify and wge the challenge frcm outside. In

otherwords,althoughCanadian

are inrealityspeakingtoand
*vllrl

not understand "acid rain", we

society isipresently addressing "acid rain", we

about ourselves, and the extenttowhichwedo

obviously &o not understand ourselves. We seem

to have forgotten that it is not "acid rain" which is presently destroying theI

environment:  it is humans andcertainhu@mactivitieswhichareresponsible.

~nti.1 this basic fact is grasped we shall continue to gamble with the wind and

wage war witi the rain. ,

Inpresenting theargumntthisway1 donotman to suggestthatpolicy-

makers are inept, mr am I denying that it is possible to "iqrove" the situation.

The point is that policy-makers shouldncjtbeexpected tomeetthe taskof
I

"safely managing" the incredible volumes iof waste presently being produced to

maintain the Canadian way of life, even

simply beyond their, and anyone else's,

"defeatist" position. It is a realistic

affairs and the historical record bears
,M-"

to a mderate degree of success. It is

&am. This is not an "overly-pessimistic"I

&praisal of the present state of

this out. The case of SO2 is particu-

larly instructive here. This single contaminant, with a relatively simple ccmpo-
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Under thecircumstances,whatpolicy-mers  shoulddoisproceedwith

t3krerre caution, but it my not be possible to practice caution in a society

thatisbursting at its seams. Therefore, the onus does not fall entirely on

policy-mkers.Eachand eveqCanadiancitisenis practicing a life-style that

rtiers such lkautious environmntal managemmt" impossible. In other words,

policy-mking reflects a social order to the same extent that it +des it,

and the perfomance of public officials often mrely testifies to, or symbolizes,

society as a tile as it tries to grapple with and uraderstand its affairs.

Clearly, Canadian culture's (and not just policy-It&em') humanistic and ecmno-

mistic criteria of "value", when ccanbinedwith the resource-logicofmaximm

pemissable concentration, ensures that policy-makers will err on the side of
, F’1~n.

uncertainty.  7*

expediency?

in the case of

jeopardize the

Adding  to this the~~epressuresfcu:econcanic~dPoliti~lI-

uncertainties aremrelikely imbeignoredthanheeded, especially

an EIA where further consideration of uncertainties will likely

project. Dilution is essentially the practice of ignOriq

contaminants, andthepracticeofignoringcontminantsis ~mpuercise inuncer-

tain@L

The present burden of proof laws represent the legislation of this uncer-

tainty. tie case for reversing the burden of proof laws has been well argued by

others79 and such a reversal is clearly needed. The problem, hcwever, is not

this si@e. As with policy-making, laws reflect as mch as they lead and the

present burden of proof laws only testify to society's predisposition to igmre

its waste. The laws will not change until society's priorities change. In other

F1l"* I. words, pollution is not a legal problem with a legal solution, just as it is

not a scientific or technological problem with a scientific or technological

solution. If rwersing theburdenofproofappears untenablewithin the current
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social order, and it is, this is just an indication of the need to question,

and violate, that order if we aretodealmre sensiblywithenvironmntalpro-

bless. Pollution is a deep, cultural problem that will only respond to cultural

solutions.

At the core lies the practicing definition of social need, a social Choice

whichrendersitin society'sbestinterests to reduce theentieearthtoits

"basic" (minimal) functional requiremnts as ameans of ensuring uninterrupted

"social progress". It amunts to elavating the perceived needs of a single species

onto apedestal andallowing themtooverrun the earth. Consciously. To the

extent that society's material demnds produce egual quantities of waste, the

problem lies in the "need" for the material, period. Once needed, the waste
*0rm

products mtbe avoided, they canonlybehiddenorignored.80  Reducing the

wastecanonlyresultfrcmreducing  theoccurances andvolumofmtter-trans-

formtion. Policy-makers have foregone this strategy in favour of "better mnaging"

the inaeasingrateof such transformations. Planning tools like EIA's can only

aid the effort, thq cannot redirect it. And in fact, in t& present context,

“better management'willonly

ItW7ne.r.

To conclude, it has not

facilitate the destruction in a mre efficient

been policy-makers' failure tomettheirstated

goals which has presented Canadian society with its pollution problems, nor has

it simply been "poor plarming" or a lack of political will. The ideal itself,

and the logic upon which it rests, are fundamntallymisguided.
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kll  considers the concept tr, be an iqortant aspect of what Simon (1976)
calls the "political framework": "theconstraints andopportunities
definedby Thebroadsocialandecon&c enviromt, the systanof
-andinfluence, thedcxCnantideas andvalues insociety, the formal
~ti~tionalstructures'.Thisfr~rk 'greatly restricts the alternatives

F
policy=WsI considerandtherangeof innovations theymake'.'
Bell, 1983, p.12)
~appr(~chtoairpollutionpolicyhas  alsobeeninfluencedw  Gusfield's
concept of a "structure of public problm": "To desribed the structure
of public problm is to describe the ordered way in which ideas and
activities emerge in the public arena." (1981, p.8-9)
The concept is also related to the literature on "paradigms", ti be introduced
below.

I prefer the term "policy culture", partially because of the different
meaning originally associated with the concept of "political culture", but
rr&nly to reflect the problem-specific approach which Bell calls for.
The term was originally suggested to IW by professor Harold Kaplan of
York University.

"All situations that are experiencedbypeopleaspainfuldo not-
matters of public authority and targets of public action. Neither are they
given the sam3 meaning at all times by all peoples. 'Objective' conditions
are seldomsoccanpellingandso clear in their formthatthey spontaneously
generate a 'true' consciousness." (Gusfield 1981, p.3)
"The societal &finition,  and not the objective tieup of a given social
condition,de~neswhether theconditionexists as a socialproblepn.
Herbert Blm, quoted in mss and Staines (1972, p.21).

"As phencaneM are open to various modes of oonceptualizing them as problems,
so too their public character is open to various means of conceiving
their resolution." Gusfield 1981, p.5)

"As the extent and consequences ofenviromtaldegradation  andcareless
useofnaturalresources have~betterknowqwidespreadconcemhas
arisen about the nature of develo-t. . . . A response ti these concerns
and questions has been the concept and practice of environmental  management,
. ..the entire process of planning,managingandconserving theenvironment
and natural resources." Environmental impact assesmts, as an integral
partofsoundenviro~talIWnagement,  " . ..is a process which attesrrpts to
identify, predict and assess the likely consequ~ces of proposed develovt
activities." (Canada 1986a, p.1,2)

"The~g~tof the naturalenviromtis apart of the general problem
of allocating the econoq's resources between coqetingends' (tited Nations
1983, p.17). Under the guidance of cost-benefit analysis, "environmental
policy should...be concerned with the efficient use of our natural environ-
ment" (~~22). Efficiency means simply "not being wasteful with any resources,
including those of the natural envirnment"  (p.17). cBAcanbeusedto
"assist in the rational design of develovtprojects. . ..If environmental
effectsofaprojectcanbe incorporated into thewtileCBAprocedureat
theverybeginning, then theresultislikely tobe aprojectinwhich
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ecamnic andPmrimnmntal objectives areincloserhanmny and theoverall
socialbenefits mximized" (p.16).

&iss (1976, p.18) has argued that social and political stability in conteqo-
rary industrial societies depends on "... the ability of the social system
as awhole toensure the steadygrowthinthequantityandvarietyof
mmmdities." The reality of these goals and "needs" has becoma a self-
evident truth in industrial societies the world over, whether "capitalist"
or "socialist". The important questions pertain to whether such goals
are desirable or not.

"A policy of mmimizing GNP is practically the equivalent of mximizing...
pollution. . . . Sincematterandenergycannotbedestroyed, consumption  is
merely the transformation inti waste of GNP..." Daly 1971, p.83). The
arwtis basedon the laws of thwcs and tk "entro&'phemmon,
whichholds thatalleconomic'khroughputs"  transformmtter-energyfrma
"low entropy'* (free, available) state to a "high entropy" (bound, unavailable)
state. This "bound" energy is the "valueless waste" (air contaminants)
whichresultfromevexy transformationofmtter. Themrematterwhich
is transformed, the mre waste which is produced.  See Georgescu--en  (IB80).

11
. ..we tend to regard the restofnaturealrmstexclusively as awarehouse

of resources and a dumping ground for wastes" (Leiss 1976, p.32)
See also Beakhust (1979) and Swift (1974).

lo--aOtgrove (1982, p.1) summrizes the flood of literature which appeared in
defence of the envirorunent: %llhadinccarmon the sammessage - that the
industrialworldcouldnotgo onas itwas; thatcontinued~nentialgrowth
was a physical impossibility, and that growth in population, pollution,
production, and the useof energyandmn-renewable  resources hadreached
a point where, unless drastic action was taken, crisis and allapse were
inevitable." Conversely, my writers eqhasized opposite social forms,
resting on "stability", "equilibrium" and "steady-state econmics" as the
bestfutiedirection. Theunderlyinggoalwas touniteecmnmicswith
ecology, stressing the interdependence of all life forms, in opposition
tothedcuninantmythofhmmn independenceorexeqkion.Nogoverrment
hasheeded to any of these calls. See for example, Daly (1980)
Johnson and Hardesty (1971), and Mi&lbraith  (1984).

11 - The reconciliation of such a conflict is especially difficult because, as
Johnson and Hardesty (1971, p.2) note, present social needs are "diamtri-
tally opposed to the requirmts of ecosystem stability." See also
Detweiller et al (1973, p.34).
Leiss (1979, p.275) has written: Tnvironmental problem will set so~ne
difficult tests for our political institutioI*s.  What will mke these
tests especially hard for us is the fact that we have come to define envi-
ronmntal values primarily in relation to demands for steady econcmic
gmwth - or, more precisely, in relation to a sense of well-being that seems
torequire, apparently forever, a regular increase in GNP."
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uses of the term "paradigm" are largely drawn frcmTh__
Kuhns' TheStructureof ScientificRevolutions. InCotgrove'swords:
"paradigms... providemaps ofwhattheworldis believedtobelike.They
constituteguidelines forgetting around and foridentifyingand solving
problm. Abave all, paradigms provide the frmrk of meanincJ within
which 'facts' and experiences acquire significance and can be interpreted.
. ..Theyhaveano~tive  aswellas a cognitivedimension, indicating not
only what is but what ought to be done" (1982, p.26). See also Millbraith
(1984).

The Canadian Clean Air Act (1971) defines an "air contaminant" as: "...a
solid, liquid, gas or odour or a ccxrbination of any of them that, if
emitt&into the ambientair,wouldcreateorcontribute  to thecreation
of air pollution. 'Airpollutionf  means a conditionof thearrbientair,
arising wholly or partly fram the prsence therein of one or more air
contaminants, that endangers the health, safetyorwelfareofpersons,
thatinterfereswith thexxmalenjoymentof  life andproperty, that
endangers the health of animal life or that causes damage to plant life
or to property." Sec. 2(l) (a) and (b).
Ontario's Environmen ta1 Protection Act (1971), Sec. l(1) (c) does not
make a distinction between "air antaminants" and '*air pollution", but
the interpretation of "air pollution" is in concert with the Clean Air Act.

~strin and Swain (1974, p.46). The matter was expressed at the 1967 Ontario
Pollution Oontrol Conference as follows: " . ..the fundamental  guidepost - the
undex1ying \ concept which must be used - in controlling air pollutants is
thatof effects. Thus, to decidewhatancentrationofanycontaminants
is undesirable, it is necessary to examinealltheknowneffects of that
pollutant on man, anir~ls,vegetationandproperty. This study produces
ambient air criteria for the contaminant" (Ontario 1967, p.83).

In its simplest terms, "'air pollution' means not simply that tkae contami-
nants are there, but that they are present in sufficient concentration
to cause harm" (Canada 1973a, p.29. -hasis added).

"Cost-benefit analysis treats the natural environment as another resource
in production" (tited Nations 1983, p.2).
Air pollution in Ontario was the responsibility of the Depar&ntofEnergy
and Resource Management from 1969 to 1971. Federal responsibility for air
pollutionwas in thehands of the&qaHmentof mergy,Mines andResources
for several years prior to the creation of Environment Canada in 1971.
See also note 5 , on "environmental management".

The Select Camnittee  on Air Pollution and Smoke Control, created in 1955
and one of the earliest extensive Ontario govmt investigations of the
problem,was centeredaroundcrop~ge, livestock, farmbuildings and
equipnt and human health. (mtario 1957, p.13023).
The rclandate  of the Hall Committee (Ontario 1968, p&v) was to investigate
the effects of pollution qon "human health, livestock, agricultural and
horti~titural  crops, soil productivity and economic factors."
Neil Evernden (1985) has argued that one of the main reasons the enviromt
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became  such  an important  political issue in the 1960's is that certain ’
key books, such as Rachel ~son's Silent Spring, stressed the effects
of environrrpntal  hazardsonhumnhealth. Previous "conservation"rmvemnts
whichhaddomi.natedenvimnmmtalpolitics  in the firsthalfof thecentury
were defending and preserving non-humans.

18 - "This perspective establishes the provisioning of our material demnds as
the single organizing principle for our relationship with the rest of
nature" (Leiss 1976, p.39).

19 - The Hall coscnnittee (Ontario 1968, p.309) recmTEndedthat~sts  beconducted
to "help indeteminingthe maximmconcentrationof air-borne pollutants
pemissable in an area."

20 - Dales (1968, p.18) attributes problem to excessive urban concentration,
which "'overloads' nature's disposalsystiin  those areas, learns unused
mch of the natural waste disposal capacity in lightly populated regions,
andthus increases society'swastedisposalmsts."

21 - The basis for not leaving the atmosphere "unutilised" lies clearly in our
econcmic priorities, as the No Significant Deterioration (NSD) issue in
tkbe U.S. demnstrates. An NSD clause was established at the behest of
enviromentalists toprotectrelativelyunpopulatedareas from further
deterioration. NSD, however,  was eventually successfully cmbatted by
thoseop~sedto furtherpollutioncontrolbecause itwouldlimiteconomic
growth. See Victr>r (1980, p. 205-213) A discussion of the %conmic
irrationality" of NSD can be found in O'Riordon (1979).

22 - The 1955 Select Ccmnittee (Ontario 1957, p.43) put it this way: "Air pollution
is the result of excessive use of the a-sphere by mm for waste disposal,
combinedwithcertainpredisposing~contributing  factorsprovidedby
nature. rJhn's part -rises the emission into the air of smke, soot,
fly ash, cinders, dusts, gases, vapours, fumes and odours. Nature's contri-
bution might be a tipography that hinders winds in their efforts to dispose
man's airborne garbage, itmightbehumidityand  fog, itmightbe toomuch
wind or no wind at all, it might be just plain sunlight which catalyzes
reactions in theairbeWmvari.ousofman's  contaminants, itmightbe a
temperature inversion, or it might be other conditions or cmbinations of
conditions." II

23 - "Frammarl's pointofview, theharmdonebydiscardingawasteinto the
enviroment often deperds not so mch on the properties of the waste itself
as on other factors: the chemical and biological processes that take place
after the was* has been discarded" (Dales 1968, p.5). Dales understands
these llother facmrs" primarily in relation to "self--purifying" air.
The Toronto Telegram, reporting on the Hall Comnittee, wrote that "...allowable
limits (of pollution) are a cmpmmise between techmlogical capabilities,
econcmic feasibility, and the (climactic) conditions prevailing in any
given area" (April 18, 1969).
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24 - Since 1969, initially under the De-t of Health, the Ontario Mini&q
responsible forpollutionoftheairhashadanoperating sectionentitled
%&eoxology and Air Quality". EnvixonmntCanadaoperates  themst
extensivemeteorological network inthe country  under theAtmspheric
Envimnmnt Service. The "Air Pollution Index" and "Acid Rain Watch"
typically appear on the weather page of the newspaper. See Ontario (1978).

25 -Thismatteris usuallyconceptualizedas "personalversus systemicattsibu-
tion" (mss and Staines (1972) or "individual versus structural attribution"
(Bell 1983).

26 - Regarding "Arab Oil Blackmil" Catton (1980) observes that "as long as the
suddendelugeof troubles canbeattributedtovillains inanother-land,
the world could seem to remain in tune with traditional definitions of
right and wmng" (p.60). At another point he observes that "tycoons" and
"tyrants" are pqular targets and that " . ..the temptation persists ti
attribute human hardships to such forces as 'inflation' which 'devours'
prosperity". Similarly, the Irish potatoe famine was blamd on bacteria
rather than human overdependence  on a single crop. (p.254)

27 - 'With most resources, whether renewable or nonrenewable, man is potentially
&1able timdify to -degree theirelemmtal  and/orloca 'onalcharacter-

I ,r@- istics in order to suit his econmic needs. But with air man's actions,
institutions, and artifacts must be mdified. He is unable to adjust the
winds to any appreciable extent; therefore he mst adjust himself ti the
whims andvagariesof  theair currents. His inability to face up to this
fact appears tobe the root cause of the a-spheric pollutio~~pmblem'
(mocker 1966, p-63).
Allen Kneese (1966, p.33) has pointed out that it is less econcmically
feasible to control air pollution than water pollution because it is mre
difficulttocontrolxr&eorologicalevents  to improvewaste-assimilative
capacity than to controlhydmlogicalevents for thatpurpose.

28 - "our challenge is to understand the receiving capacity of the atmsphere,
to determine the concentration of contaminants that is significant, and
to mnage our activities so as to stay well within those concentrations'
(Ontxio 1967, p.8).
Herfin- (1970) states that a strategy ti improve environmental quality
is to "reduce damage from harmful residuals by a) increasing the assimilative
capacity of the envirormznt  (e.g. stream aeration or lcw flow augmntation);
b) discharging to a place where less damage results; c) moving the activities
or organisms subject to damage."

,/- j.

29 - TheAXis basedonarunning 24 houraverageofSO2 and suspendedparticu-
latematterconcentrations. It was first introduced in Toronto in 1970 and
expanded to eight Ontario cities by 1982. Similar warning systems are
used in other provinces and the U.S. See Ontario n.d.a; 1971; and 1984.

30 - Estrin and Swain (1974, p.60). These authors also argue that because the Index
is based on a running 24 hour average a number of short, intense concentra-
tions will not be imediately evident and will be lost in the averaging (p.60).
The Index also presupposes an even distribution of pollution and will not
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detect a‘rmxdber of isolated episodes (p.61). See also Ontario Legislature,
october 16, 1970, p.5109 and 5117.

31 - I say Yallerfl because “tall" stacks were not a new idea. At Iixo's Copper
Cliff smelter, for exaqle, stacks have m progressively higher since the
19301sinanatteq&todispersecontaminants  away frcantheareatiin
relation toalbered production techniques.Priorto the inroductionof this
maw, (before the use of stacks atall), the first form of pollution
Vontrollatthis citewas torrr>ve theopen  roasting yards away from the
populated area. (Ontario 1982a, p.7)

32 - Cn stack design, see Leuthesseur (1974) and Canada (1986b, p.4-9).
Prior to 1970 there were fewer than 100 stacks over 500 feet in the U.S.
By 1982 there were 0~ 500, l~l~uly of them &wering over 1,000 feet. Many
of these stacks were raised at the behest of governrEntregulatoryagencies,
but in so~ne cases cconpaniesproceededontheirown  initiative toavoid
prosecution for urban air quality violations. Time, Mve&er 8, 1982, p.101.
See also lvhcleans,  July 15, 1985, p.46.
Inco's 1,250 foot stack is the tallest in the world. They were ordered to
build the stack under a Ministerial control order, but it has been observed
that the cxxnpany was planning to raise the stack for some tide prior ti
this, mainly as a means of increasing production. See Alternatives Interview
(1973) an+ntario Legislature, October 15, 1970, p.5091.

33 - "One of the methods adopted cw clean up cities] sd simple and logical:
build tall stacks to sendemissions high into theatrrospherewhere  they
could disperse arrpng the clouds and be rendered harmless. The idea se&
to work as cities . ..benefited from the removal of the offending pollution.
Whatwas notknownatthe time, however,was that the act of sending
emissions high and far away gave life to a new problem - acid rain" (Canada
1981, p.17).

34 - Another Into official told ti Ontario Standing Qxmittee on Resources
Uevelovt in 1979 that "emissions from the 1,250 foot chimney permitted
the recovery of the Sudbury environment to begin" (in Wellar 1980, p. 34).

35 - S-n (1976, p.557) calls a "first-order consequence" ~FE intended or
Mately perceivable effects of a policy. A "second-order consequence"
refers-to unforseen consequences, eitherbenignormalign,of  that policy.
It is interesting to note that, despite the acknowledgmts that dispersion
didnotrendercontaminants  harmless, EnvironmantCanadahas  claimed that
"sulphur dioxide, as a local air guality problem, has been successfully
controlled in Canada" (Canada 1984a, p.7. Emphasis added).

36 - Statement by George Kerr, Ontario Legislature, October 16, 1970, p. 5108.
See also Ontario 1980, p.13 and Ontario n.d.b, p. 8.

37 - See Ontario 1967, p. 81-85 and 237-239, on plant location and ventilation.
Astothebuming of high sulphur coal on "favourable" days, this was one
of Ontario Hydra's mthods during the 1970's. See Wellar 1983, p.23.
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38 - The rationales for dispersion also intensified under the pressures of the oil
crisis and recession, allowing many industries to argue for relaxed
standxds, including the use of Yntermittant"  control (i.e. dispersion)
rather than reductions via "scrubbers". (Victor 1980, p. 210-213).
The oil crisis and other factors were thus used as a justification for
dispersion policies which had already been set in mtion mny years earlier.

39 - Changes in production processes are often associated with attempts to
iqxwe the efficiency of pmduction. Wheras billowing smokestacks have
longbeena syxtbolofprosperity,  itwas recognizedatleast100years  ago
that a billming smkestack also symbolizes inccmplete co&u&ion. Conse-
guently, early pollution ("smke") control was directed toward the more
efficient use of fuel, rationalized  as a cost saving masure. See any of
the following: Briggs (1941); Cohen and Pusto (1912); &&rsh (1947). when
reductions are mtassociatedwith iqrovedproductivitytheyareresisted
adamantly by the industries in question. For an account of Ontario's atmts
to regulate Into, see Cellar (1980, p. 30-39, 60-74); Hmard and Perley
(1980); and Qltario 1979, p.36051).

40 - "Envirmmnt~tariohasbeendealingwith SO2 andK&as pollutants in
theirmright, concernedwith theirlocalandcumunityeffects. Itdid
not at first deal with them as constituents of acidic precipitation - acid
rain which is nm defined as a long-tern and long-range problem with effects
onacontinental, evenglobalscale. The accumlationof SO2 andNO,cause
damage even though conventional air guality criteria are not exceeded"
(Ontario 1980, p.14). See also p.6 of this report; Ontario (1979, p.23,42);
and Canada (1981, p.17).
It is interesting tonote thatairpollution appears t-r> have beenlabeled
a "local problem" only in retrospect, with the advmt of "long-range"
problems. To have explicitly labelled early policy efforts as "local"
abatemntwouldhavedrawnattention  to theneglectednon-localmtters.

41 - See Ontario (n.d.c; 1974; 1982 and 1985b).
Non-govemmntscientistsbegan documnting the increasing acidity of rainfall
nearindustrialcenters  inEhglandinthemid-19thcentury,andas  the
20th century progressed acidified pollution was being masured in rural
areas in Canada, the U.S., mgland and the Scandanavian countries. By 1970
thephen~onwaswell docummted in academic journals. See Erickson (1973);
Co&am (1981); Howard and Perley (1980, p.23-32);  and  Kramer  (1973).

42 - Ontario EWironment retrospectively claims to have realized the severity of
the problem in 1975: "The severity of acid rain in Ontario becam apparent
when Emironmnt Ontario, working with the Ministries of Housing and Natural
resources, began to monitor the impact of cottage development in the Wkoka/
Haliburton resort areas in 1975, in the context of the Lakeshore Capacity
Studies. While examining  the material input into the lake from all sources,
including amspheric contribution, itwas discoveredthattheatisphericwas
much mre acidic than anticipated" (Ontario 1980, p.14). Environment Canada
claims to have dismvered acid rain in 1976: "The need for investigating the
extent andeffects of the IXTAP and associated acidic precipitation problem
and identifying possible abatemnt/control  options for Canada was first
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identifi&bythefederalgo vernment in 1976. Convincing presqtive
evidencewas collectedwhich&mnstratedthatacidicprecipitationposed
serious andworsening~vironmntalproblemswhich~re causing extensive
damge tovaluable fisheries resources and freshwater ecosystems ineastern
canada" (Canada 1980, p.5).

“Air pollution" was dcminated by the "big five": sulphur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, caxbonmmoxide,hymkxarWnsandsuspe&edparticulatematter,
with the addition of lead and other contaminants in isolated incidents.
See any of the following: Canada (1973a,b,c); CMzukio (n.d.a,b, 1973).
Although theApI onlyrtmsuredSO2 andsuspendedparticulates, allof
thesecontaminantswem  the subjectofregulatoryconcemandmany~
subject to dispersion policies. TherecognitionthatSO2 hadmtbeen
rendered hamless should have implicated many of these others, and although
they areoftenmntioned indiscussions ofacidrain, they are not  the
focus of concern atpresent,mstlikelybecause theyarenotreadon the
pHscale.An interestingresearchingproject~~dbetio  study theearly
history of "acid rain", when it first received a lot of publicity, to see
haw and why the limited vision cxystallized the way it did.

In July, 1980, former Ontario E=nvironmentMinister  Harry Parrott told a
gathering of Canadian and U.S. officials: "I am concerned about thousands
of Ontario lakes which are vulnerable" (Ontario 1980, p.15).
Ontario's &id Precipitation in Ontario Study has been publishing a report
on "Acid Sensitivity of Lakes in Ontario" annually since 1981, a listing
of over 5,000 lakes and their relative sensitivity to acids. (Ontario 1985c).

mmerousmpshave  appeared
which divide North North American Areas Containing Lakes
Amrica into "sensitive" Sensitive to Acid Precipitation
and "non-sensitive" areas.
Theexample reproduced
here is fmOntario
(1980, p.1).

Source: James N. Galloway and Ellis B. Cowling, Journal of the Air
Pollution Control Association 28, no. 3 (March 1978).
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46 - "At a time of eooonoBnic  stagnation, with record postwar une@pyment,  infla-
tionandhigh interest rates, thecosts of eliminating  sulphur dioxide
emissions by installing 'scrubbers' . ..are prohibitive andwouldlikely
rreanproductioncutbacksi . ..It is questionable whether * situation is
direenoughto justifyimnediateaction. Says Joseph David, general counsel
for American Electric Power... 'thiscouldbreaktheecorxxnicbacknoneof
theMidwest.Andthere'snoassurance  thatitwilliq?rove theacidityof
rainfall in the East"'(Time, NoveMer 8, 1982, p.103).

47 - A U.S. g o -t official has said: " . ..let's not pursue corrective msures
which are not needed, or go beyond that which may be needed" (Taylor, 1981, p.151).
This is essentially theCanadianpositionaswe.ll,onlyourpolicy-rrrakers
are convincedthataction shouldbetakenncxlJ.tiyin theU.S.are simply
not (publicly) convincedas to the seriousness andcauseof the problem.

48 - " . ..the problem is one of a three-fold nature, -rising: a) the source
of pollutants; b) a-spheric transport and transformation; c) deposition
on susceptible eoosyste&'  (Ontario 1981, p.5-6).

49 - TJnfortunately, the large number of sources make it impossible to trace
damage toan individual site frclanan indi.vidualsource.Thereis apool
of acid air over the wble northeastern part of the contit..."
(Gorham 1981, p.6).

50 ,- Etx&oxxcrant Canada (1984a, p.10) has expressed it this way: "The Canadian
approach to acid deposition abatement is to determine an acceptable rate
of deposition in selectedreceivingareas, and then -estimate the range
of reductions in ermssions for contributing source areas that would achieve
the enviromtal objective." (-hasis added).

51 - "What is not known *ut acid rain1 is haw mch man-made emissions from
one region effect precipitation quality in other regions, or what is the
local iqact.And it is impossible toprojecthowanycontrolstrategywill
change precipitation quality at any location" (Taylor 1981, p.153).

52 - That "acid rain" is a misnm is often aknowledged, but it is usually
restricted to the "rain" and the full implications of the matter are
apparently not recognized. Canada (1981, p.6): "The problesn has been
labelled 'acid rain'. More precisely, tkaough,  it should be called acid
deposition. Wet deposition refers to acid rain, acid snow and acid q
(acid srrog occurs in large cities like Ios Angeles, California, where there
is an overabundance of auWmbiles). Dry deposition refers to deposits
of sulphurandnitrogenccsrpounds  duringdryperiods.They falltoearth
before they have h to change into sulphuric and nitric acid as they travel
in the clouds. These particles, however, carrynoleculeswhichcanbem
acidic when mixed with surface water, rain, fog, dew or mist, and is falling
in approximately equal arrounts to the wet. In this bookletthepopularterm
'acid rain' will be used to represent the overall problepn of acid deposition."
This formulation still hinges the dart-age-potential of sulphurandnitrogen
on an eventual conversion to acids, and fails to recognize that no such
conversion is necessary for damage to ensue.
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53 - 74s thewinds carryiq acidic substances speedacross  thecountryside,other
pollutants often hitch a ride: heavy metals  suchasmrcuxy, lead, zincand
copper. These metals ccm frm industrial emissions and automobiles and
when deposited on lakes can be tixic ti fish" (Canada 1981, p.17). See also
note 43.

54 - see note 52 and Canada (1984b, p-2).

55 - WhmS02was talkedaboutas airpollutiononeofitsmstimprtantfeatures
was its ability to cmbine with misture to fom sulphuric acid. An
Envirolmmt  Canada documnt fKHn 1973 states: "@lphur dioxide] . ..is one
of the most @ir pollutants  in texms of effect. It includes sulphur dioxide
(S02) and sulphur trioxide (S03), tqetherwiththeiracids andsalts.SO2
accounts for mst of the damage done by air pollution to materials and
vegetation. It is alsoahealthhazard....SO2  scmtims combineswith
oxygen and moisture in the atmosphere to form sulphuric acid. This can
result in the transformation of a fine pist of sulphuric acid - or in the
presence of sulphuric acid in rain water" (Canada 1973a, p.24).
Tounderline thepoint, the following statemntwasmde  in theOntario
Lqislature in 197O:"Sulphur  dioxide, as rmst of the mmbersk.now,when
ambined with misture and particles in the rain, becms sulphurous acid,
andirritates thenose andthmatcausing  liningof them&rane andbronchial
tubes tobecome swollenanderoded,  andevenmmcloggingof the smll
arteries and veins" (Mr. E&n, MPP Humber, October 15, 1970, p. 5087).
See also Canada (1973a, p.26) and (1973b, p.6-7).

56 - This matter is also reflected in the frequent references to "acid-causing
emissicms" and "acid precursors" found in my discussions of the problm.
They refer to those specific missions which convert and can therefore be
detected on the problem-measure. The term "acid-causing" imadiately  suggests
that my missions are not acid-causing (which is true) and sately
-lies that they are not a problem for that reason (which is not true).
The following passage, frcm Perhac (1981, p.17018), a spoke- for the
Elecxic Power F&search Institute in the U.S., is worth guoting at length:
"In order to assess the utility contribution to acid rain, what we want to
know, inits simplest terms, is the relationshipbetweenwhatgoes  up
thestack inonelocality andccmas down inanotheras acidrain.Unfortunately,
inorder toanswer thisquestion, it is not sufficient to knm something
just about emissions or about what cmes down as acid rain. We mst kmw
scathing, also, about chemical transformtions which take place in the
atmsphere, for exarrrple, frcmtheprecursorS0 to the finalproductsulphate,
or acid rain. We need a better understanding o2 long-range transport and
we must kmw something about the cloud chemistry processes which occur. If we
put -ether this infonration, we can then develop a predictive model which
then allows us to assess what the utility contribution to acid rain is.

. ..Utilities  put out S02. SO2 is a precursor for sulphates. We are finding,
hmever, tnattheutilityemission innottheonly factor in thedistribution
and mgnitude of the sulphate level in the a-sphere. Meteorology plays a
significant role. Dew point temperature, for example, shows a very strong
relationship to sulphate intheatmxphere. Inlikemnner, ambient air
wature shows avery strong relationship to sulphate in the amsphere.
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So what do we need to get high sulpha* levels? You need, obviously S02,
’ butyoualsoneedcertainmeteomlogical  conditions. Unfortunatelywecanmt

contmlthemeteomlogybutithas tibeconsideredinanydevelo~tof
apredictivemdelwhichallcrwsyoutiassess theutilitycontr~tion ti
the occurance and distribution of acid rain."
Of course, thisentirepassagecould~thavebeensensiblyutteredhad
the question of "sulphates" and the transfommtiontoacidrainrotbeen
singledoutas the amditions ofproblefonmtion.

57 - See Ontario (1979, p.20); (1980, p.20) and the qwte and liming and heavy
metals in ~udbuq onpage 32.This strategy is advocatedby thoseopposed
to furUxx abatement. See Taylor (1981, p.153). A colleague of mine
hasspoken~ancnnberofOntariocottagersanda~~yIMnyof~~
have expressed interest in liming as a control strategy.

58 -AnEm&onmntcanada documnt (1985) stated it this way: "oontrolling acid
rainposes a challenge that is unique andtypicalof  theenvironmental
problems that confront Canadians in the 1980's. It requires that we consider
the impacts ofpollutionbeyondtheaxea surro~ingthepollutionsource.
Itrequirespollutioncontrols  beyondtlmse initiated& industrialized
societies in the 1970% to ensure clean air in our cities. It requires
significant reductions of sulphur dioxide...and nitrogen oxide...emissions."

,rC*mr
59 - On Into see Canada (1982a, p.40). "Acid seepage frm tailings can also

be present. Thewaste solids discharged to the tailings impoundmntarea
frcmthe ooncentratingoperationaWainironsulphides.The  sulphides,
especiallypyrrhotite, by theactionofbacteriaareoxidized to ferric
sulphate which subsequently forms sulphuric acid. Under these acid conditions,
sulphides of copper, chmnium, cobalt, mnganese, nickel and zinc dissolve.
Thus, the effluent is not only excessively acidic but contains mtals in
solutions that are toxic to aquatic life" (p.41).
In the U.S. "The DepaHmmt of Interior has catalogued thousands of miles
of Eastern streams that have been biologically ruined by acid mine drainage
frmcoal mining. This c~icalfomofwaterpollutantisproducedby  the
leachingandoxidation~toc~swhensul~-~~g~k foxmations are
exposed to air and water in the mining process" (Victor 1980, p.241).
See also Davis (1970, p. 29) on acid mine drainage.
Granted,theseccffnpcrunds can be put ti other "uses", such as the manufacture
of fertilizer, but this mans that they will simply contribute to the already
out-of-hand fertilizer-pollution problem.

60 - Berger and Luclunann (1967, p.89) ciefine reification as "...the apprehension
of humn phemmna as if they were things, that is, in non-human or possibly
supra-hmnan terms... as if they were -thing else than human products -
such as facets of nat~results of cosmic laws, or manifestations of divine
will. Reification implies that mm is capable of forgeting his own authorship
of the human world, and further, &atthedialecticbetweenmn,  theproducer,
and his products, is lost to consciousness. The reified world is, by
definition, a dehumnized world."
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61 - Tti writes that acid rain is "... a blight as widespread and careless of its
victims, andofintemationalboundaries, as thewinds that611'sperseit'!
(Nave 8, 1982, p.98). Thus, it is not LRI!AP per se which is the problm,
it is the fault of "careless" winds. Had the winds transported the contami-
nants toanon-valuedormn-sensitive  area, problerrrswouldnotoccur,or
so theargumzntgoes.

62 - "Had we m in the 1950% the effect sulphur dioxide and other airborne
pollutantswouldhave, it is unlikely we would face the big acid rain
clean up job before us. ~didnotknow,sowebuiltsuperstacks  that shot
the pollution high into the air where it could be transformed to acid"
(canada n.d.a, p.21. -hasis added). See also Canada (1981, p.4) and (n.d.b, p.2).

63 -Newspaperquotes f~theIbrontoStar,April5  and4,1987; Tircre,Nov*
8, 1982. For raindrops and umbrellas, see thegraphics on the?Gers of
Canada (1982b) and (1984b); see also editorial mns in the Toronti Star,
March 29, 1986, and the Toron- Sun, March 22m 1986. Rain Rain Co Amy
was published by Public Fbcus on the Great Lakes, 1979.
Bell (1983, p.6) has noted the importance of symbols in representing public
issues: "The symbol conveys sMtaneously a definition of the problem, a
diagnosis of its causes, a prescription for its cure, and a powerful affective
cue indicating how we should respond to it." In our case the entire issue
hasbeen condensed intoa single raindrop: theproblesnappears in, about, and
of therain.

64 - In 1970 Time (February 2, p.47) expressed disappoinmt that the rain would
not'was~??ertainccyntaminants frcnnthe supersonicaircraftbacktoearth,
allowing that30 r-in in the airwhere theywouldreflectsunlightaway
framthe earth, oantributing topotentiallyadverseweather conditions.
Goodin (1976, p.151) also makes a reference to the rain as cleansing.

65 - Gusfield (1981, p. 71-74) uncovered my instances in his study of drinking-
drivingwhere circumstance appearedas cause.

66 - Since tlz advent of acid rain it has w al?gst public knowledge that
'E0rgeological  reasons theecologyofalargeportionof EastemCanadais
ex-trmly sensitive to the effects of IRTAP and acidic deposition" (Canada
1980, p.7). See also notes 45 and 48 and the quotes on pages 28 and 30.

67 - Canada (1984a, p.l), in its introduction states: "Acid rain is thinly caused
by man-made emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides" (qhasis added).
Seealsopage 4 of this publication, first paragraph, unoer the title
"emissions". See also Canada (n.d.b) and Ontario (1985a). Time has said
that ti questions are at the center of the acid rain controversy: "TO what
extent are sulfur and nitrogen emissions responsible for acidity in rain,
apart fm natural causes? Will a reduction of emissions significantly
reduce that acidity?" (November  8, 1982, p.103. Eqhasis added).

‘@,  -II.

68 - canada (1973a, p.24) -s its discussion of "air and air pollution" with
the following: Qurenvirorxxntcan take a considerable muntof punishnt,
natural as well as man-rrrade. There is in fact no 'pure air' in nature. Forest
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fires,volcanic eruptions andothernatural events contribute scm sontamina-
tion to theatmsphere." Thedocmmtthengoes on tmremindthereaderthat
thepresenceof thesenatural 'conlminants'does notman thaycause
"air pollution". U.S. (1963, p.195) has written: "pollution  of natural
origins, as fmnvolcaniceruptions, forest fires and dust storms, is
generally uncontrollabl e, but fortunately in mst localities, is rarely of
mjor significance in tems of the total air pollution problem. The
pmblem owes its iqortance ti man and his activities." See also Ontario (n.d.b).
Canada  (1973b) does not mention mm-human sources at all.

69 - Thismatterreacheditsheightin the followingquotation fKnntheGlobeand
Philunder the title: "&agan Now Believes Volcanoes and Ducks Not Acid Rain
Source": Trogress  has been mde in persuading U.S. President Mnald Reagan
that acid rain is not caused by 'volcanoes, plants or even ducks', Enviromt
Minister TamMacMillansaidyesterday.  . ..ML Reagannow recognizes that
acid rain is a problem and that m-made pollution is the cause...."
(January 14, 1986), Whether or not Mr. Eaeagan seriously entertained the
notion that ducks cause acidrainis beside the point. The point is that  the
guestion has been raised today, and was not with respect to air pollution
several years ago.

70 -.#,.!
Roberts quoted in Time, Novesnber 8, 1982, p. 98 and mton (1981, p.21).
Norton quote in Gold (ed) (1981, p.57). khikoney quoted in the Toronto Sun,
mrch 17, 1986, p.6.

71 - Tim (September  19, 1983, p.50) had the following caption under a photograph
of a polluted valley: "Nearby muntains keep cleansing South Atlantic winds
frmblowing away toxic smg that hangs overcubatao@razil']  ;
to ‘mmsters’  .” ?P==(-hasis add&&Note thatthewinds hereare'c eanslng
and that it is the muntains which are "givixg birth" to "mnsters". We can
be sure that if thermuntiswere  absentthewinds atthepointofdqosition
would be considered "culprits".

72 - Tim, (May 4, 1970, p. 18 and January 5, 1970, p.37). Tim newspaper headlines
cited in Taylor (1981, p. 151).

73 - wg "toxic rain": a personal discussion with one of the press conference
organizers revealed that they consciously did not use the term "toxic tain",
although some questions fmn the press employed this term. When I questioned
theTtxontoSta.r's environmmtre~rter,whousedthe  tem,he replied that
it seemd appropriate and did not seem misleading to him. Further research
needs to be conducted into the role of the press and the generation of
env_i.irormental  symbols and labels.
Regarding the closing of Toronto's beaches, an interesting research project
would trace the history of the closing of the beaches to see if the matter
was blamd on the rain in the past. If not, this would supp?ort my thesis
that reification is becming more prevalmt in recent years.
Another example of reification is that, when Vancouver's False Greek was being
dredged in preparation for Expo 86, the highly toxic waste unwvered in
the creek bed was labeled "sludge" and its origins were a "rtystery" to local
politicians. False Greek was the cite of a good portion of Vancouver's industry
in the earlier part of this century. And finally, one more example which
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74

75 -

76 - See Briggs (1941); Cohen and Rust0 (1912); and Marsh (1947).

77 -

78 -
,n I'"

mtj_fies to the power of linguistic classifications is cited in Ritchie-Calder
(1973, p.56-7), who notes that biologists working on early nuclear tests
'I . ..had found @ad.iostrontim)  in the skin bums of animals exposed in
wvada testing rangesand theyknew itssinisternatureasa'bone-seeker'.
But the authorities clapped securiw on their wrk, classified it as 'Operation
Sunshine', and cynically called the units of radiostrontium 'Sunshine Units' -
an instance not of ignorance but of deliberate nondication."

Thistendencycharacterizesmany  socialphencsnenaandis -able to
what Philip Slater (1970, p.58) has called the "toilet assurr@ion":
“Our ideas about institutionalizingtheaged, psychotic,  retardedand
infirmarebasedonapattemof thoughtwemightcallthe Toilet Assumption -
thenotion thatunwantedmtter,.unwantidifficulties,  unwanted -l&ties
and obstacles will disappear if they are rexroved from our Mate field
of vision."

Tti (mvember 8, 1982, p.103) has guoted a U.S. govmt official and a
a coqany spoke- to say the following respectively: "There is no
question thatman-madeemissions  contribute- theproblem.Theguestionis
the relationshipbetween tissions anddep0sits.m have a kindofback-of-
the-envelope idea, but no hard scientific fact."; 'We can't yet identify
the -king gun. Is it Ohio.7 Is it Illinois? Or is it soxe local source?"
The question "Is it Ohio or Illinois" is of the umst importance. Given
the prevailing assqtions and definition of the probla, if it is desnonstrated
to be Chio, for example, then Illinois' emissions are rendered unproblematic
and can continue unabated. It would be assti that Illimis emissions were
rendered harmless under one of the exclusionary criteria already cited.

"Science has be- the idiom of our age. It is the language in which
CoBnmand is cast as the ccqulsion of external nature. Au~ritative law
thatrestsits claimtolegitimacyandacceptanceon the technical reasoning
of the realm of science denies any mral status. It denies that a mral
decision has taken place, that a political choice amDng alternatives has
been made. The ownership and responsibility for social problems and their
solution are given as a matter of fact and r& of values" (Gusfield 1981, p.194).
E%rrden (1985) has argued that the incorporation of scientific research and
planning into "sound environmental magement" replaced "values" with "facts",
and lent scientific credence to the "sensible", when "in mst cases, 'sensible'
turns out to be a synonym for the custoanary... "Cp.9). out of this mvmt
emergedEIA's,which  "whileappearing tobe the toolofenviromtaldefense...
tums out to serve the interest of the developer by making ecology the
miden of a continuing envizomtal transfonMzion" (p.11).
Bvemden's article also contains an excellent critique of "resourcism".

men-den (1985, p.14) has stated that: "OthersocietieshavenodoubtIMnaged
to visit considerable destruction on the natural world frcxn tti to time, but
we alone sm to have so understood the world as to mdke this inevitable."
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79 - EMtwriterson  this subjectareworkingwithinthelaw mmnunity.  See for
exmple, Lax (1979); Iarge and Michie (1981); Page (1978); S-e (1972); and
Schrecker (1984).

80 - Catton (1980) has argued that a central problem lies in the assutrption  that
the use of "fossil fuels" as fuels is inherent in their nature. "It% high
tiJTEtileaJ?l . ..thatthewisest 'use' ofmal andoilmaybe to leave them
underground  as nature's safe disposal of a prtival amspheric 'pollutant' -
carbon.Byourravemususeoffthe  substancesw6J  beganuudoingwhatevolution
haddone in gettingtheaimxphere  ready for animals (includingman) to
breathe,andreadyti  sustainthekindofclimate  inwhichpresentspecies
(including ourselves) had been evolved. Heeds of millions of years of
evolution hadproduced  the oxygen-rich and nearly carbon-free atmosphere
we need...." (p. 232) One does not even have to corrpletely  forego burning
fossil Yuels' ti see that society is mistaken ti consciously maximizetheir
use, and hence the transformation to waste. It appears that the only limitations
we see to our behavior are econcmic and technological, and mthing else.
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TABLEONE - Selected Passages Frm Time ccenparing Air Pollution and Acid Pain

1970 1982

Title: "Fighting to Save The Earth Title: "Acid Rain: The Silent Plague"
From Man"

___~~~~_~lll~~~~~~~~~-----~~~~~~~~~~~~--
"The U.S environment is seriously I' . ..the devastation brought by the
threatenedby the pmdigalgarbage rains is so silent, invisible,
of the mrld's richest ecoq." pervasive...."
__________~~~~l~l~-~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
'I . ..the country's visible decay, II

. ..an insidiousmalariaof the
America the Ugly." biosphere."
~~11~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
II . ..the dangerous illusion that 1' . ..a blight as widespread and

Llman can build biggs and bigger careless of its victims, and of
mdustrial societieswith scant international boundaries, as the
regard fortheimnlawsofnature. winds that disperse it."
. ..Like maggots in a sack of flour..."
~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~-~~-----~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"U.S. plants...gush 172 million tons I' . ..a catastrophe of a leisurely
of smke and fm~s into the air." kind, troublebuildingupashcwer

at a tin-e."
~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~
I’ . . .mn’s  mindless destruction." "Acid rain is natural."

Feb.2,1970 Nov.8,1982
pp. 42-49 pp. 98-104

represent the early stages of a. trend which will see the humn role in problem-

formation incrWingly absolved or remved. Thepotentialforthis  trend is

especially strong becauseitappears thatpolicy-makerswillbeincreasingly

faced with the task of re-addressing problems which were the focus of past policy

efforts, and the location of blame will have important ramifications for hm

these policy efforts are evaluated.

Numrous examples support my contention that this trend is increasing. For

exa@e, in April, 1986, a report on "Toxic andOxidantAir Pollution" was released

withthehopes ofmvingcontenporaqairpollutionpolitics "Beyond Acid Pain"

(Mellon et al 1986). Within days newspapers reported the new problem as



"Toxic Rain" (mronto Star, April 29, May 5, 1986) and the label guickly  found

its my into an editorial cartoon (Tbronti Sun, April 30, 1986). Thus, while

the report may have helped policy-mkers recognize the need to move beyond "acid",

the problem is still associated with the "rain". In light of the well entrenched

exismce of "acid rain" the incident was not surprising, but disheartening

nevertheless. At least with acidic contaminants the rain is a circumstantial

variable, but no suchcon&tion existswith toxic pollutants. Itmuldappear--

that the q&o1 is runningawaywithotherissues aswell.

This

mattersof

river is a
.W

&mdencytonaturalize enviromtal problems is notrestrictedto

air pollutim. The well-kmwn case of the "Toxic Blob" in the St, Clair

reified expression of "industrial waste", its former nam. Consider

also thecircunrstances surroundingtheclosingof MetroTorontobea
ch
esinthe

summr of 1986, as presented in the daily press.

reported thatdangemus bacterial levels atthewaterfrontwere

cmibination  of hot, rainy weather and an antiquated sewer system."

dominated by the non-hums, variable, the rain,

itself. Subtitled "Pollution is Suspected After

stated that the beaches muld remain closed for

weather." The rains continued for severalweeks andonAugust8 the

that"persistentandattims  torrential rains thathavediacourag swirmers

are also responsible for the warning signs that went up Way at lan's Point?'

wlaining that "we're at the mercy of the weather'*, a Toronto Hea th inspectir

isguoted further: "If the weather changes, if it stops raining, if we get

scmwindtomvethewateramundthe
“ L*vn

paper reported that "wamteqeratures

situation could change." next day the.

andwetweatherwillkeepal of Toronto's
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beaches  closed this weekend”, ~theTorontoSunre~~~August28,under

theheadline "RainGods Frowned on Metro", that "the dompour closed my

beaches for at least 24 hours and others for the rest of the summer", citinga

Tbmnto Board of Health official as its source. This is an excellent mle

of circumstance turned inti cause: the rain could not close the beaches by

itself, only in conjunction with other, human, factors.

according

rainwas alsoaculpritin the famous mveCanal case, at least

to one press report:

Foratleastadecade, theburiedchemicalswereno pmblm. But
in 1976, after years of akmormlly heavy rain, the cheCc%ls, leaking
frm corroded containers, began to rise. (Time, August 14, 1978)

Significantly, each of these examples stem frcm the re-emrgence of apparently
,cMI=m

"controlled" pollutants. If the evidence presented here is any indication of

howpolicy~makerswill attempt to explain futureenvironmntalpmblems,

extrem reification will be the order of the day.73

Recalling the conceptsof internaland extemal attribution introduced

earlier, if causal responsibility for these problems was located within society's

dminant values and practices (internal attribution), we xmuld, in effect, be

admitting thatourdeep-seatedandcherishedgoals are theprimry coqonentof

problmfomtion, the causal factir. As a result, wide-reaching and potentially

revolutionary change mu.ld be called for. Internal attribution, mt surprisingly,

is strongly resisted. External attribution, on the other hand, manages to side-

step such critical self-appraisal and helps prop up the illusion that Canadian

society can carry on without significant alteration. We can  all rest assured

that any problems enco~tered along the way

"within"; at least it's "not our fault". If

interpretation of particular m3xo~ological

originate frcm_"witlmut" and not frcm

the political classification and

and bio-chemical occurances we witness
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appearto saylittleaboutthenatureof theproblemitself, they speakvolumes

on the policy culture of air pollution. Ektemal attribution also legitimates

the emplyment of the preferred external. control strategies.
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when policy-mkers address

theyusuallydo, they ostensibly

pollution problems after they have occured, as

seektodeteminewhichcontaminants are

responsible for the infraction. undoing so, they alsodecidewhichcontaminants

m not responsible for the perceived problem. Establishing innocence in this

context is an -licit CcBnponent of establishing guilt and it is within the

mchinations  surroundkgcauseandeffectthatwe  findanunveilingof the

criteria under which contaminants appear "diluted", the unfolding and articulation

of the various "artificial" problem-reduction factors which indicate that the

mjority of emissions are "rendered harmless". The effort is guided, at least in

i,@--- part,bytheunstatedmaxim "out of sight/out of mindf'.74 Donning a set of

"glasses" which inmdiately relegate the "unvalued" parts of the enviromk32t

outside of their field of vision, policy-mkers then further sacrifice (ignore)

perceivedenvimnmentalneeds inthenmeof short-temeconcmic gain.Measures

are then utilized which implicate only a fraction of all contaminants, leaving

the rest "unseen". When, and if, a response does ensue, it looks to push the

problem out of sight, into a form or place Ghere itwill not be detected. Here

it awaits to be "re-diswvered"  under infinitely mre cmplicated and mystifying

cause and effect circumstances. The case of acid rain is a perfect example.  Indeed,

policy-mkers  appear to be engaged in an elaborate effort to relegate the vast

majority of contaminants outside of the problem scenario to support the

assm@ior: that they have been "diluted".

The process is closely related to the principle of minimm necessary control:

caught in a circumtance  which sees a large amount of contaminants already in the

environmnt, and under trmmdous pressure frcm all sides to "clean up" as little

as possible to ensure unimpeaed production, any contaminant which policy&ers
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can successfullydivert  fromtheirrfeasuringinstruments relieves the perceived

clean up burden accordingly. In short, policy-mkers have a strong vested interest

inrelieving themived ~~tyof~~~'slimitatio~,and.dilution

serves this illusionwell.

C.C. Lax's interpretation of theTorontolead smltercontxwersyprovides

anotherillustrationoftheway  in which omtaminants are given a "clean slate", and

also demnstrates that the process applies to local and long-range problems alike.

At the risk of oversimplifying the lead case, the following generalizations can

bemade.Allparties  acknowledged thattheleadsmelters inquestionemitted

lead intr, theatmsphereandthatthepresenceofleadcouldbedetectedin the

surrounding areas. It was also agreed, at least in principle, that lead poses

a serious health threatandthatincidences  ofleadpoisoning me&cumntedin

the area (although this last point was not wholly accepted by scma). The nain

questions surrounded the d-n&ration of cause and effect. Put simply: "How do

wekncm thattheleademittied  frcmthese smlterswas responsible forcontamina-

ting the residents-3 It could have been other sources." The burden of proof rested

on the mmplainants, andas theaffectedresidents disco-, answering this

question in decisive terms is impossible. Assuming, for the sake of argument, that

theleadernitted fmmthe smalterswas  not the sar~leadwhichcontaminated  the

residents, as thedefendents claimed, anclthato~~sourceswereresponsible,

the followingguestionbegs tobeasked:What, then, haped to the lead smalter's

emissionsiftheydidnotmntaminate the Matevicinity? Wheredidtheygo

and hcxlJ is it that they were "rendered hamless"? Theansweris thattheyconta-

rninated other regions where the effects cl: lead were not being mnitored.75

The net result in this case, as with acid rain, is that the perceived carrying

capacity of the earth is "enlarged", at least according to policy-mkers' calculations.
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V&en the principle of minimrmnecessarycontrolopera~swithrespectto

future developments,whenpollutionproblgns  haveyettooccur, the deeper

resource-logic upon which it rests is fully exposed. This dimension is clearly

vital for the envimnmntal irqqct asses-t process. Once defined as a resource,

theair (aswithanything else) is fully subject to the contesnporary lawsof
econmic rationality,whichdictates  thatall resourcesmstbeused inthemst

efficient mnner. Efficiency in this cork& entails exploiting all of the

atmsphere's capacity for "self-renewal" as a cost-effective masure. In some

instances, if this logicwere followed to its extreme, the resultmuld bemre

pollutionas societywmldatM@touse all the "wasted" air in "undeveloped"

areas. If policy-makers have not yet consciously erected polluting factories
*n*L**

in theseareas simply tioutilize this air, it is mst likely because such facto-

ries have not been needed. When the need does arise for this air to serve as a

xaste disposal <facility, EIA's themselves will infom policy-tiers bw best b3

utilize it to its mximm, eitherbyrecmmndingthattheplantbelocated in

an area with "good ventilation" or scm other dispersion tactic.

Even if such EIA's were executed to perfection, if they were coqletely

ccmprehensive and integrated into thedecision-mkingprocesswellin  advanceof

allprojectcmmibxznts, if they were based on ccorcplete  and precise information

regarding all ecosystem interactions, and ifthey were backed by the necessary

politicalwillto see theirperfectimplemntation, they still couldmtescape

the grips of maximum pemissable concentration. As a passage quoted above (page 29)

indicated, new

tothemximm
I #w--n

and existing sources of pollution should be designed in relation

amunt of acid loading the enviroment can "safely" withstand.

Even if policy-rmkers  could predict all the likely consequences of a given project,

is it wise to consciously maximize the humn impact on the earth for the sake of
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fulfilling narrowly defined social interests?

Arguments  in favour of such a course of action are even less tenable in

relation to the "real'" scenario, where EIA's are mt (and cannot) be executed to

perfection. This realistic scenario features:

clAn . ..ae  scope of the unkmwn. Kmwledge of the factors affect-
ing the operation of ecosystems may be vast, but it is still far fm
beingcoqlete enough topermitthe constructionofaccuratecausal
mdels. Without such models, it is not likely that the effects of
environmntal disturbances will be forecast accurately. We sixply do
notknowallthe it@ications ofmnyoamplexcause-and-effect <J
relationships (Canada 1986a, p.6);

. ..relevant scientific kmwledge coften takesJ many years to accumlate
to the level which scientists feel is an acceptable basis for ixpor-
tant social decisions. Although scientific uncertainties remain, the
public interest mst be served as best it can, and policy-makers
must act (p.27); $ndl

errorsinpredictingthemagnitudeofchangeareccmmn;  multistageand
cumlati.e\ impacts are correctly predicted less fregumtly,  if at
all . . ..cand> coqlex systems with may linkages are not usually well
understood (p.14).

Add to this the realityofcmpetingpoliticaland social interests aswellas

the fact that, broadly speaking, humans make mistakes, as do their machines. If

this is the case, is it "sensiblel' to practice the philosopw of mximum permissable

concentration? It is akin to filling up a balloon with poisonous gas to just

below its bursting point, andwithoutactuallyknmingwhere thatburstingpoint

is, &fining it in relation to the amunt of gas the dispemor wishes to put in it,

The ballom's  harrying capacity can be enlarged in the dispenser's mind, but

this will bear no relation to when the balloon will actually burst. Similarly,

the environment's minimal needs canbecontinuallyredefined tokeeppacewith

society'sburgeoningwaste, but society does so at the earth's -se. The carry-

.-  ” ingcapacityof theglobe~anbe enlarged, but only in the h-mind, or on a

balance sheet, and this will bear no relation to that carrying capacity, wherever

it my lie. And furthemore, in lhis case we do not have the luxury of a separate
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balloon ti act as a threshold and to insulateus frcm the gases we dispense before

theclimax. On the wntrary; welive intheballoonandare  fumigating ourselves

(andeveqthing else) in the process. Tkbe balloon's bursting will only be the

logical wnclusion of a destructive affair which has been relatively

for severalhmdredyears.

Even accepting that "advances" inknowledgehavebeen achieved

constant

andare still

forthcoming, such advances have not kept pace with the phenm towhichthey

are addressed, nor wuld they reasonably be expected to. These "admnces" can

alsobeinlzrpretedas"regressions" in at least tm respects. First, when SO2

and other contaminants fell under the rubric "smoke" or "fums" at the begining

ofthiscentury,  their status asa "nuisance" was ironically mre accurate than

*W-. their mdern expression as "acid rain". Whereas "acid rain" represents a reduction

of the problem, literally, to "acid" and "rain", the focus on "smoke" (at least

potentially) encapsulates all of B contaminants (and activities) which made up

the "smoke" problem, at least in the extent that the wncept of ,rsmke" (or “fumes”

or "noxious gas") in no way autmatically  excludes the vast majority of emissions

frmits dcmin. Tkisdoesnotmean  that "~kepolicy-makers'did~teventually

exclude mst contaminants fxm their field of vision. In the spirit of "out of

sight/out of mind" they wntrolled for visible emissions, using a "smoke density

charY1 as their FrOblem-msUre (which, incidently, is still meteomlogically-

sensitive). The "smoke" problem was scmzwhat relieved, but many of the invisible

gases continued  unabated (and unseen). A portion of them are finally being re-

addressed toda~.~~

As political priorities shifted in the
pll1

was placed closer to the fore, policy-mkers

and ironically, the mre precise the masure

wurseof thecenturyandpollution

adopted nore "precise" measuremnts

becam,thenarrmer the problem became.



This is especially the case with long-range problems where a joumey frm effects

to probable causes, under the guidance of pH-precision, can eliminate mst of

the suspects, evenbefore departure. the evidence does warrant a decisive

quilty verdict for a particular set of contaminants, it equally decisively

excludes all other contaminants frm the scene of thecrime, and themre

precise themeasure, thegreateris thenumberofcontaminantswhichare  excluded.

in simple terms, if pressure to control air pollution results in a need to

further specify thecriteriaunder~chcontaminantswillbeignored,  the

"scientization"  of industrial waste as "acid rain" aides considerably in the

task.

Increasing scientific precision has several other implications. First, it

lends "credibility" to the increasingly regressive interpretation of pollution,

thomughlydisgxiising  thewider socialcharacterof thephenczrmaunderamsk

of "value-free rationality", "facts" and "efficiency'Y7,  Furthenmre, the greater

the scientization of the problem, the greater is the distancing of the non-scientist

from the problem, who must then turn to the experts for a scientific interpreta-

tion of a social and political problem. Citizens have to rely on scientists for

verification of acid rain's existence~mre so than they do for a "smke"

problem.

Thesecondregressive aspectofconqrary environmental politics is

merely an extension of the first, although mre firmly in the cognitive realm.

The reification of industrial waste as "acid rain" further demnstrates just how

far policy-mkers (andeveryone else) are frm ccming to grips with a relatively

sinple contaminant such as SO*. As
+,,'mil"*

result of "natural" pmcesses, the

naturalized. In thus scape-goating

scmething which originates "out there" as a

industrial waste problem has become effectively

the non-human, policy-makers have foregone
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sition,hasbeenthe  subjectofpolitical controversy

(chambers 1973, p.1160117). Despite this long history

which slmuldhaveensued, this substame continues to

for at least 700 years

and all of the experience

defy society'sunderstand-

ings andoontilefforts. Its consequences havebeenmisunderstood,misinterpreted

(orsiqlyignored)  timeand timagain,andthe mergenceof,andinability

todealwith, "acid rain" is only the mst recent example. If this is the case,

can we reasonably expect poliq-lakers to safely mnage the incredible volurte

ofcontarninantspresentlybeingproduced,  andincreasingdaily? Andwhose cca@ex

properties are even less understood that SO*? Even within their own criteria

of acceptability? Even with margins of safety it mounts to a highly volatile

and dangerous "game", the stakes for which are incredibly high.

Operatinginacontext of extrem uncertainty it is obviously unwise to

assume that we can "fill upl thebiosphere, andthmpushthelimits  further still,

andmtencounterdisastrcms consequences. The case is especially sowhen the

negative feed-back

cedure,only speak

loops  I

inthe

themchanismswhichgive  content to

same resouxe-efficiency terms which

any "cautious" pro-

presuppse the very

predicament itself. In fact, the very need to detemine the environmnt's limits

presupses their encmachmnt or violation: a society is only faced with the

need lm determine the concentration of SO2 which kills trees if it istkilling

these trees with SO*. In other words, the act of setting environmenta!  quality

criteria is precipitated by their apparent violation. Within this context, it

was inevitable that the environment's perceived needs would be reduced to their
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Under thecircumstances,whatpolicy-mers  shoulddoisproceedwith

t3krerre caution, but it my not be possible to practice caution in a society

thatisbursting at its seams. Therefore, the onus does not fall entirely on

policy-mkers.Eachand eveqCanadiancitisenis practicing a life-style that

rtiers such lkautious environmntal managemmt" impossible. In other words,

policy-mking reflects a social order to the same extent that it +des it,

and the perfomance of public officials often mrely testifies to, or symbolizes,

society as a tile as it tries to grapple with and uraderstand its affairs.

Clearly, Canadian culture's (and not just policy-It&em') humanistic and ecmno-

mistic criteria of "value", when ccanbinedwith the resource-logicofmaximm

pemissable concentration, ensures that policy-makers will err on the side of
, F’1~n.

uncertainty.  7*

expediency?

in the case of

jeopardize the

Adding  to this the~~epressuresfcu:econcanic~dPoliti~lI-

uncertainties aremrelikely imbeignoredthanheeded, especially

an EIA where further consideration of uncertainties will likely

project. Dilution is essentially the practice of ignOriq

contaminants, andthepracticeofignoringcontminantsis ~mpuercise inuncer-

tain@L

The present burden of proof laws represent the legislation of this uncer-

tainty. tie case for reversing the burden of proof laws has been well argued by

others79 and such a reversal is clearly needed. The problem, hcwever, is not

this si@e. As with policy-making, laws reflect as mch as they lead and the

present burden of proof laws only testify to society's predisposition to igmre

its waste. The laws will not change until society's priorities change. In other

F1l"* I. words, pollution is not a legal problem with a legal solution, just as it is

not a scientific or technological problem with a scientific or technological

solution. If rwersing theburdenofproofappears untenablewithin the current
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social order, and it is, this is just an indication of the need to question,

and violate, that order if we aretodealmre sensiblywithenvironmntalpro-

bless. Pollution is a deep, cultural problem that will only respond to cultural

solutions.

At the core lies the practicing definition of social need, a social Choice

whichrendersitin society'sbestinterests to reduce theentieearthtoits

"basic" (minimal) functional requiremnts as ameans of ensuring uninterrupted

"social progress". It amunts to elavating the perceived needs of a single species

onto apedestal andallowing themtooverrun the earth. Consciously. To the

extent that society's material demnds produce egual quantities of waste, the

problem lies in the "need" for the material, period. Once needed, the waste
*0rm

products mtbe avoided, they canonlybehiddenorignored.80  Reducing the

wastecanonlyresultfrcmreducing  theoccurances andvolumofmtter-trans-

formtion. Policy-makers have foregone this strategy in favour of "better mnaging"

the inaeasingrateof such transformations. Planning tools like EIA's can only

aid the effort, thq cannot redirect it. And in fact, in t& present context,

“better management'willonly

ItW7ne.r.

To conclude, it has not

facilitate the destruction in a mre efficient

been policy-makers' failure tomettheirstated

goals which has presented Canadian society with its pollution problems, nor has

it simply been "poor plarming" or a lack of political will. The ideal itself,

and the logic upon which it rests, are fundamntallymisguided.
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kll  considers the concept tr, be an iqortant aspect of what Simon (1976)
calls the "political framework": "theconstraints andopportunities
definedby Thebroadsocialandecon&c enviromt, the systanof
-andinfluence, thedcxCnantideas andvalues insociety, the formal
~ti~tionalstructures'.Thisfr~rk 'greatly restricts the alternatives

F
policy=WsI considerandtherangeof innovations theymake'.'
Bell, 1983, p.12)
~appr(~chtoairpollutionpolicyhas  alsobeeninfluencedw  Gusfield's
concept of a "structure of public problm": "To desribed the structure
of public problm is to describe the ordered way in which ideas and
activities emerge in the public arena." (1981, p.8-9)
The concept is also related to the literature on "paradigms", ti be introduced
below.

I prefer the term "policy culture", partially because of the different
meaning originally associated with the concept of "political culture", but
rr&nly to reflect the problem-specific approach which Bell calls for.
The term was originally suggested to IW by professor Harold Kaplan of
York University.

"All situations that are experiencedbypeopleaspainfuldo not-
matters of public authority and targets of public action. Neither are they
given the sam3 meaning at all times by all peoples. 'Objective' conditions
are seldomsoccanpellingandso clear in their formthatthey spontaneously
generate a 'true' consciousness." (Gusfield 1981, p.3)
"The societal &finition,  and not the objective tieup of a given social
condition,de~neswhether theconditionexists as a socialproblepn.
Herbert Blm, quoted in mss and Staines (1972, p.21).

"As phencaneM are open to various modes of oonceptualizing them as problems,
so too their public character is open to various means of conceiving
their resolution." Gusfield 1981, p.5)

"As the extent and consequences ofenviromtaldegradation  andcareless
useofnaturalresources have~betterknowqwidespreadconcemhas
arisen about the nature of develo-t. . . . A response ti these concerns
and questions has been the concept and practice of environmental  management,
. ..the entire process of planning,managingandconserving theenvironment
and natural resources." Environmental impact assesmts, as an integral
partofsoundenviro~talIWnagement,  " . ..is a process which attesrrpts to
identify, predict and assess the likely consequ~ces of proposed develovt
activities." (Canada 1986a, p.1,2)

"The~g~tof the naturalenviromtis apart of the general problem
of allocating the econoq's resources between coqetingends' (tited Nations
1983, p.17). Under the guidance of cost-benefit analysis, "environmental
policy should...be concerned with the efficient use of our natural environ-
ment" (~~22). Efficiency means simply "not being wasteful with any resources,
including those of the natural envirnment"  (p.17). cBAcanbeusedto
"assist in the rational design of develovtprojects. . ..If environmental
effectsofaprojectcanbe incorporated into thewtileCBAprocedureat
theverybeginning, then theresultislikely tobe aprojectinwhich
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uses of the term "paradigm" are largely drawn frcmTh__
Kuhns' TheStructureof ScientificRevolutions. InCotgrove'swords:
"paradigms... providemaps ofwhattheworldis believedtobelike.They
constituteguidelines forgetting around and foridentifyingand solving
problm. Abave all, paradigms provide the frmrk of meanincJ within
which 'facts' and experiences acquire significance and can be interpreted.
. ..Theyhaveano~tive  aswellas a cognitivedimension, indicating not
only what is but what ought to be done" (1982, p.26). See also Millbraith
(1984).

The Canadian Clean Air Act (1971) defines an "air contaminant" as: "...a
solid, liquid, gas or odour or a ccxrbination of any of them that, if
emitt&into the ambientair,wouldcreateorcontribute  to thecreation
of air pollution. 'Airpollutionf  means a conditionof thearrbientair,
arising wholly or partly fram the prsence therein of one or more air
contaminants, that endangers the health, safetyorwelfareofpersons,
thatinterfereswith thexxmalenjoymentof  life andproperty, that
endangers the health of animal life or that causes damage to plant life
or to property." Sec. 2(l) (a) and (b).
Ontario's Environmen ta1 Protection Act (1971), Sec. l(1) (c) does not
make a distinction between "air antaminants" and '*air pollution", but
the interpretation of "air pollution" is in concert with the Clean Air Act.

~strin and Swain (1974, p.46). The matter was expressed at the 1967 Ontario
Pollution Oontrol Conference as follows: " . ..the fundamental  guidepost - the
undex1ying \ concept which must be used - in controlling air pollutants is
thatof effects. Thus, to decidewhatancentrationofanycontaminants
is undesirable, it is necessary to examinealltheknowneffects of that
pollutant on man, anir~ls,vegetationandproperty. This study produces
ambient air criteria for the contaminant" (Ontario 1967, p.83).

In its simplest terms, "'air pollution' means not simply that tkae contami-
nants are there, but that they are present in sufficient concentration
to cause harm" (Canada 1973a, p.29. -hasis added).

"Cost-benefit analysis treats the natural environment as another resource
in production" (tited Nations 1983, p.2).
Air pollution in Ontario was the responsibility of the Depar&ntofEnergy
and Resource Management from 1969 to 1971. Federal responsibility for air
pollutionwas in thehands of the&qaHmentof mergy,Mines andResources
for several years prior to the creation of Environment Canada in 1971.
See also note 5 , on "environmental management".

The Select Camnittee  on Air Pollution and Smoke Control, created in 1955
and one of the earliest extensive Ontario govmt investigations of the
problem,was centeredaroundcrop~ge, livestock, farmbuildings and
equipnt and human health. (mtario 1957, p.13023).
The rclandate  of the Hall Committee (Ontario 1968, p&v) was to investigate
the effects of pollution qon "human health, livestock, agricultural and
horti~titural  crops, soil productivity and economic factors."
Neil Evernden (1985) has argued that one of the main reasons the enviromt
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became  such  an important  political issue in the 1960's is that certain ’
key books, such as Rachel ~son's Silent Spring, stressed the effects
of environrrpntal  hazardsonhumnhealth. Previous "conservation"rmvemnts
whichhaddomi.natedenvimnmmtalpolitics  in the firsthalfof thecentury
were defending and preserving non-humans.

18 - "This perspective establishes the provisioning of our material demnds as
the single organizing principle for our relationship with the rest of
nature" (Leiss 1976, p.39).

19 - The Hall coscnnittee (Ontario 1968, p.309) recmTEndedthat~sts  beconducted
to "help indeteminingthe maximmconcentrationof air-borne pollutants
pemissable in an area."

20 - Dales (1968, p.18) attributes problem to excessive urban concentration,
which "'overloads' nature's disposalsystiin  those areas, learns unused
mch of the natural waste disposal capacity in lightly populated regions,
andthus increases society'swastedisposalmsts."

21 - The basis for not leaving the atmosphere "unutilised" lies clearly in our
econcmic priorities, as the No Significant Deterioration (NSD) issue in
tkbe U.S. demnstrates. An NSD clause was established at the behest of
enviromentalists toprotectrelativelyunpopulatedareas from further
deterioration. NSD, however,  was eventually successfully cmbatted by
thoseop~sedto furtherpollutioncontrolbecause itwouldlimiteconomic
growth. See Victr>r (1980, p. 205-213) A discussion of the %conmic
irrationality" of NSD can be found in O'Riordon (1979).

22 - The 1955 Select Ccmnittee (Ontario 1957, p.43) put it this way: "Air pollution
is the result of excessive use of the a-sphere by mm for waste disposal,
combinedwithcertainpredisposing~contributing  factorsprovidedby
nature. rJhn's part -rises the emission into the air of smke, soot,
fly ash, cinders, dusts, gases, vapours, fumes and odours. Nature's contri-
bution might be a tipography that hinders winds in their efforts to dispose
man's airborne garbage, itmightbehumidityand  fog, itmightbe toomuch
wind or no wind at all, it might be just plain sunlight which catalyzes
reactions in theairbeWmvari.ousofman's  contaminants, itmightbe a
temperature inversion, or it might be other conditions or cmbinations of
conditions." II

23 - "Frammarl's pointofview, theharmdonebydiscardingawasteinto the
enviroment often deperds not so mch on the properties of the waste itself
as on other factors: the chemical and biological processes that take place
after the was* has been discarded" (Dales 1968, p.5). Dales understands
these llother facmrs" primarily in relation to "self--purifying" air.
The Toronto Telegram, reporting on the Hall Comnittee, wrote that "...allowable
limits (of pollution) are a cmpmmise between techmlogical capabilities,
econcmic feasibility, and the (climactic) conditions prevailing in any
given area" (April 18, 1969).
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24 - Since 1969, initially under the De-t of Health, the Ontario Mini&q
responsible forpollutionoftheairhashadanoperating sectionentitled
%&eoxology and Air Quality". EnvixonmntCanadaoperates  themst
extensivemeteorological network inthe country  under theAtmspheric
Envimnmnt Service. The "Air Pollution Index" and "Acid Rain Watch"
typically appear on the weather page of the newspaper. See Ontario (1978).

25 -Thismatteris usuallyconceptualizedas "personalversus systemicattsibu-
tion" (mss and Staines (1972) or "individual versus structural attribution"
(Bell 1983).

26 - Regarding "Arab Oil Blackmil" Catton (1980) observes that "as long as the
suddendelugeof troubles canbeattributedtovillains inanother-land,
the world could seem to remain in tune with traditional definitions of
right and wmng" (p.60). At another point he observes that "tycoons" and
"tyrants" are pqular targets and that " . ..the temptation persists ti
attribute human hardships to such forces as 'inflation' which 'devours'
prosperity". Similarly, the Irish potatoe famine was blamd on bacteria
rather than human overdependence  on a single crop. (p.254)

27 - 'With most resources, whether renewable or nonrenewable, man is potentially
&1able timdify to -degree theirelemmtal  and/orloca 'onalcharacter-

I ,r@- istics in order to suit his econmic needs. But with air man's actions,
institutions, and artifacts must be mdified. He is unable to adjust the
winds to any appreciable extent; therefore he mst adjust himself ti the
whims andvagariesof  theair currents. His inability to face up to this
fact appears tobe the root cause of the a-spheric pollutio~~pmblem'
(mocker 1966, p-63).
Allen Kneese (1966, p.33) has pointed out that it is less econcmically
feasible to control air pollution than water pollution because it is mre
difficulttocontrolxr&eorologicalevents  to improvewaste-assimilative
capacity than to controlhydmlogicalevents for thatpurpose.

28 - "our challenge is to understand the receiving capacity of the atmsphere,
to determine the concentration of contaminants that is significant, and
to mnage our activities so as to stay well within those concentrations'
(Ontxio 1967, p.8).
Herfin- (1970) states that a strategy ti improve environmental quality
is to "reduce damage from harmful residuals by a) increasing the assimilative
capacity of the envirormznt  (e.g. stream aeration or lcw flow augmntation);
b) discharging to a place where less damage results; c) moving the activities
or organisms subject to damage."

,/- j.

29 - TheAXis basedonarunning 24 houraverageofSO2 and suspendedparticu-
latematterconcentrations. It was first introduced in Toronto in 1970 and
expanded to eight Ontario cities by 1982. Similar warning systems are
used in other provinces and the U.S. See Ontario n.d.a; 1971; and 1984.

30 - Estrin and Swain (1974, p.60). These authors also argue that because the Index
is based on a running 24 hour average a number of short, intense concentra-
tions will not be imediately evident and will be lost in the averaging (p.60).
The Index also presupposes an even distribution of pollution and will not
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detect a‘rmxdber of isolated episodes (p.61). See also Ontario Legislature,
october 16, 1970, p.5109 and 5117.

31 - I say Yallerfl because “tall" stacks were not a new idea. At Iixo's Copper
Cliff smelter, for exaqle, stacks have m progressively higher since the
19301sinanatteq&todispersecontaminants  away frcantheareatiin
relation toalbered production techniques.Priorto the inroductionof this
maw, (before the use of stacks atall), the first form of pollution
Vontrollatthis citewas torrr>ve theopen  roasting yards away from the
populated area. (Ontario 1982a, p.7)

32 - Cn stack design, see Leuthesseur (1974) and Canada (1986b, p.4-9).
Prior to 1970 there were fewer than 100 stacks over 500 feet in the U.S.
By 1982 there were 0~ 500, l~l~uly of them &wering over 1,000 feet. Many
of these stacks were raised at the behest of governrEntregulatoryagencies,
but in so~ne cases cconpaniesproceededontheirown  initiative toavoid
prosecution for urban air quality violations. Time, Mve&er 8, 1982, p.101.
See also lvhcleans,  July 15, 1985, p.46.
Inco's 1,250 foot stack is the tallest in the world. They were ordered to
build the stack under a Ministerial control order, but it has been observed
that the cxxnpany was planning to raise the stack for some tide prior ti
this, mainly as a means of increasing production. See Alternatives Interview
(1973) an+ntario Legislature, October 15, 1970, p.5091.

33 - "One of the methods adopted cw clean up cities] sd simple and logical:
build tall stacks to sendemissions high into theatrrospherewhere  they
could disperse arrpng the clouds and be rendered harmless. The idea se&
to work as cities . ..benefited from the removal of the offending pollution.
Whatwas notknownatthe time, however,was that the act of sending
emissions high and far away gave life to a new problem - acid rain" (Canada
1981, p.17).

34 - Another Into official told ti Ontario Standing Qxmittee on Resources
Uevelovt in 1979 that "emissions from the 1,250 foot chimney permitted
the recovery of the Sudbury environment to begin" (in Wellar 1980, p. 34).

35 - S-n (1976, p.557) calls a "first-order consequence" ~FE intended or
Mately perceivable effects of a policy. A "second-order consequence"
refers-to unforseen consequences, eitherbenignormalign,of  that policy.
It is interesting to note that, despite the acknowledgmts that dispersion
didnotrendercontaminants  harmless, EnvironmantCanadahas  claimed that
"sulphur dioxide, as a local air guality problem, has been successfully
controlled in Canada" (Canada 1984a, p.7. Emphasis added).

36 - Statement by George Kerr, Ontario Legislature, October 16, 1970, p. 5108.
See also Ontario 1980, p.13 and Ontario n.d.b, p. 8.

37 - See Ontario 1967, p. 81-85 and 237-239, on plant location and ventilation.
Astothebuming of high sulphur coal on "favourable" days, this was one
of Ontario Hydra's mthods during the 1970's. See Wellar 1983, p.23.
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38 - The rationales for dispersion also intensified under the pressures of the oil
crisis and recession, allowing many industries to argue for relaxed
standxds, including the use of Yntermittant"  control (i.e. dispersion)
rather than reductions via "scrubbers". (Victor 1980, p. 210-213).
The oil crisis and other factors were thus used as a justification for
dispersion policies which had already been set in mtion mny years earlier.

39 - Changes in production processes are often associated with attempts to
iqxwe the efficiency of pmduction. Wheras billowing smokestacks have
longbeena syxtbolofprosperity,  itwas recognizedatleast100years  ago
that a billming smkestack also symbolizes inccmplete co&u&ion. Conse-
guently, early pollution ("smke") control was directed toward the more
efficient use of fuel, rationalized  as a cost saving masure. See any of
the following: Briggs (1941); Cohen and Pusto (1912); &&rsh (1947). when
reductions are mtassociatedwith iqrovedproductivitytheyareresisted
adamantly by the industries in question. For an account of Ontario's atmts
to regulate Into, see Cellar (1980, p. 30-39, 60-74); Hmard and Perley
(1980); and Qltario 1979, p.36051).

40 - "Envirmmnt~tariohasbeendealingwith SO2 andK&as pollutants in
theirmright, concernedwith theirlocalandcumunityeffects. Itdid
not at first deal with them as constituents of acidic precipitation - acid
rain which is nm defined as a long-tern and long-range problem with effects
onacontinental, evenglobalscale. The accumlationof SO2 andNO,cause
damage even though conventional air guality criteria are not exceeded"
(Ontario 1980, p.14). See also p.6 of this report; Ontario (1979, p.23,42);
and Canada (1981, p.17).
It is interesting tonote thatairpollution appears t-r> have beenlabeled
a "local problem" only in retrospect, with the advmt of "long-range"
problems. To have explicitly labelled early policy efforts as "local"
abatemntwouldhavedrawnattention  to theneglectednon-localmtters.

41 - See Ontario (n.d.c; 1974; 1982 and 1985b).
Non-govemmntscientistsbegan documnting the increasing acidity of rainfall
nearindustrialcenters  inEhglandinthemid-19thcentury,andas  the
20th century progressed acidified pollution was being masured in rural
areas in Canada, the U.S., mgland and the Scandanavian countries. By 1970
thephen~onwaswell docummted in academic journals. See Erickson (1973);
Co&am (1981); Howard and Perley (1980, p.23-32);  and  Kramer  (1973).

42 - Ontario EWironment retrospectively claims to have realized the severity of
the problem in 1975: "The severity of acid rain in Ontario becam apparent
when Emironmnt Ontario, working with the Ministries of Housing and Natural
resources, began to monitor the impact of cottage development in the Wkoka/
Haliburton resort areas in 1975, in the context of the Lakeshore Capacity
Studies. While examining  the material input into the lake from all sources,
including amspheric contribution, itwas discoveredthattheatisphericwas
much mre acidic than anticipated" (Ontario 1980, p.14). Environment Canada
claims to have dismvered acid rain in 1976: "The need for investigating the
extent andeffects of the IXTAP and associated acidic precipitation problem
and identifying possible abatemnt/control  options for Canada was first
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43 -

44 -

45 -

identifi&bythefederalgo vernment in 1976. Convincing presqtive
evidencewas collectedwhich&mnstratedthatacidicprecipitationposed
serious andworsening~vironmntalproblemswhich~re causing extensive
damge tovaluable fisheries resources and freshwater ecosystems ineastern
canada" (Canada 1980, p.5).

“Air pollution" was dcminated by the "big five": sulphur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, caxbonmmoxide,hymkxarWnsandsuspe&edparticulatematter,
with the addition of lead and other contaminants in isolated incidents.
See any of the following: Canada (1973a,b,c); CMzukio (n.d.a,b, 1973).
Although theApI onlyrtmsuredSO2 andsuspendedparticulates, allof
thesecontaminantswem  the subjectofregulatoryconcemandmany~
subject to dispersion policies. TherecognitionthatSO2 hadmtbeen
rendered hamless should have implicated many of these others, and although
they areoftenmntioned indiscussions ofacidrain, they are not  the
focus of concern atpresent,mstlikelybecause theyarenotreadon the
pHscale.An interestingresearchingproject~~dbetio  study theearly
history of "acid rain", when it first received a lot of publicity, to see
haw and why the limited vision cxystallized the way it did.

In July, 1980, former Ontario E=nvironmentMinister  Harry Parrott told a
gathering of Canadian and U.S. officials: "I am concerned about thousands
of Ontario lakes which are vulnerable" (Ontario 1980, p.15).
Ontario's &id Precipitation in Ontario Study has been publishing a report
on "Acid Sensitivity of Lakes in Ontario" annually since 1981, a listing
of over 5,000 lakes and their relative sensitivity to acids. (Ontario 1985c).

mmerousmpshave  appeared
which divide North North American Areas Containing Lakes
Amrica into "sensitive" Sensitive to Acid Precipitation
and "non-sensitive" areas.
Theexample reproduced
here is fmOntario
(1980, p.1).

Source: James N. Galloway and Ellis B. Cowling, Journal of the Air
Pollution Control Association 28, no. 3 (March 1978).
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46 - "At a time of eooonoBnic  stagnation, with record postwar une@pyment,  infla-
tionandhigh interest rates, thecosts of eliminating  sulphur dioxide
emissions by installing 'scrubbers' . ..are prohibitive andwouldlikely
rreanproductioncutbacksi . ..It is questionable whether * situation is
direenoughto justifyimnediateaction. Says Joseph David, general counsel
for American Electric Power... 'thiscouldbreaktheecorxxnicbacknoneof
theMidwest.Andthere'snoassurance  thatitwilliq?rove theacidityof
rainfall in the East"'(Time, NoveMer 8, 1982, p.103).

47 - A U.S. g o -t official has said: " . ..let's not pursue corrective msures
which are not needed, or go beyond that which may be needed" (Taylor, 1981, p.151).
This is essentially theCanadianpositionaswe.ll,onlyourpolicy-rrrakers
are convincedthataction shouldbetakenncxlJ.tiyin theU.S.are simply
not (publicly) convincedas to the seriousness andcauseof the problem.

48 - " . ..the problem is one of a three-fold nature, -rising: a) the source
of pollutants; b) a-spheric transport and transformation; c) deposition
on susceptible eoosyste&'  (Ontario 1981, p.5-6).

49 - TJnfortunately, the large number of sources make it impossible to trace
damage toan individual site frclanan indi.vidualsource.Thereis apool
of acid air over the wble northeastern part of the contit..."
(Gorham 1981, p.6).

50 ,- Etx&oxxcrant Canada (1984a, p.10) has expressed it this way: "The Canadian
approach to acid deposition abatement is to determine an acceptable rate
of deposition in selectedreceivingareas, and then -estimate the range
of reductions in ermssions for contributing source areas that would achieve
the enviromtal objective." (-hasis added).

51 - "What is not known *ut acid rain1 is haw mch man-made emissions from
one region effect precipitation quality in other regions, or what is the
local iqact.And it is impossible toprojecthowanycontrolstrategywill
change precipitation quality at any location" (Taylor 1981, p.153).

52 - That "acid rain" is a misnm is often aknowledged, but it is usually
restricted to the "rain" and the full implications of the matter are
apparently not recognized. Canada (1981, p.6): "The problesn has been
labelled 'acid rain'. More precisely, tkaough,  it should be called acid
deposition. Wet deposition refers to acid rain, acid snow and acid q
(acid srrog occurs in large cities like Ios Angeles, California, where there
is an overabundance of auWmbiles). Dry deposition refers to deposits
of sulphurandnitrogenccsrpounds  duringdryperiods.They falltoearth
before they have h to change into sulphuric and nitric acid as they travel
in the clouds. These particles, however, carrynoleculeswhichcanbem
acidic when mixed with surface water, rain, fog, dew or mist, and is falling
in approximately equal arrounts to the wet. In this bookletthepopularterm
'acid rain' will be used to represent the overall problepn of acid deposition."
This formulation still hinges the dart-age-potential of sulphurandnitrogen
on an eventual conversion to acids, and fails to recognize that no such
conversion is necessary for damage to ensue.
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53 - 74s thewinds carryiq acidic substances speedacross  thecountryside,other
pollutants often hitch a ride: heavy metals  suchasmrcuxy, lead, zincand
copper. These metals ccm frm industrial emissions and automobiles and
when deposited on lakes can be tixic ti fish" (Canada 1981, p.17). See also
note 43.

54 - see note 52 and Canada (1984b, p-2).

55 - WhmS02was talkedaboutas airpollutiononeofitsmstimprtantfeatures
was its ability to cmbine with misture to fom sulphuric acid. An
Envirolmmt  Canada documnt fKHn 1973 states: "@lphur dioxide] . ..is one
of the most @ir pollutants  in texms of effect. It includes sulphur dioxide
(S02) and sulphur trioxide (S03), tqetherwiththeiracids andsalts.SO2
accounts for mst of the damage done by air pollution to materials and
vegetation. It is alsoahealthhazard....SO2  scmtims combineswith
oxygen and moisture in the atmosphere to form sulphuric acid. This can
result in the transformation of a fine pist of sulphuric acid - or in the
presence of sulphuric acid in rain water" (Canada 1973a, p.24).
Tounderline thepoint, the following statemntwasmde  in theOntario
Lqislature in 197O:"Sulphur  dioxide, as rmst of the mmbersk.now,when
ambined with misture and particles in the rain, becms sulphurous acid,
andirritates thenose andthmatcausing  liningof them&rane andbronchial
tubes tobecome swollenanderoded,  andevenmmcloggingof the smll
arteries and veins" (Mr. E&n, MPP Humber, October 15, 1970, p. 5087).
See also Canada (1973a, p.26) and (1973b, p.6-7).

56 - This matter is also reflected in the frequent references to "acid-causing
emissicms" and "acid precursors" found in my discussions of the problm.
They refer to those specific missions which convert and can therefore be
detected on the problem-measure. The term "acid-causing" imadiately  suggests
that my missions are not acid-causing (which is true) and sately
-lies that they are not a problem for that reason (which is not true).
The following passage, frcm Perhac (1981, p.17018), a spoke- for the
Elecxic Power F&search Institute in the U.S., is worth guoting at length:
"In order to assess the utility contribution to acid rain, what we want to
know, inits simplest terms, is the relationshipbetweenwhatgoes  up
thestack inonelocality andccmas down inanotheras acidrain.Unfortunately,
inorder toanswer thisquestion, it is not sufficient to knm something
just about emissions or about what cmes down as acid rain. We mst kmw
scathing, also, about chemical transformtions which take place in the
atmsphere, for exarrrple, frcmtheprecursorS0 to the finalproductsulphate,
or acid rain. We need a better understanding o2 long-range transport and
we must kmw something about the cloud chemistry processes which occur. If we
put -ether this infonration, we can then develop a predictive model which
then allows us to assess what the utility contribution to acid rain is.

. ..Utilities  put out S02. SO2 is a precursor for sulphates. We are finding,
hmever, tnattheutilityemission innottheonly factor in thedistribution
and mgnitude of the sulphate level in the a-sphere. Meteorology plays a
significant role. Dew point temperature, for example, shows a very strong
relationship to sulphate intheatmxphere. Inlikemnner, ambient air
wature shows avery strong relationship to sulphate in the amsphere.
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So what do we need to get high sulpha* levels? You need, obviously S02,
’ butyoualsoneedcertainmeteomlogical  conditions. Unfortunatelywecanmt

contmlthemeteomlogybutithas tibeconsideredinanydevelo~tof
apredictivemdelwhichallcrwsyoutiassess theutilitycontr~tion ti
the occurance and distribution of acid rain."
Of course, thisentirepassagecould~thavebeensensiblyutteredhad
the question of "sulphates" and the transfommtiontoacidrainrotbeen
singledoutas the amditions ofproblefonmtion.

57 - See Ontario (1979, p.20); (1980, p.20) and the qwte and liming and heavy
metals in ~udbuq onpage 32.This strategy is advocatedby thoseopposed
to furUxx abatement. See Taylor (1981, p.153). A colleague of mine
hasspoken~ancnnberofOntariocottagersanda~~yIMnyof~~
have expressed interest in liming as a control strategy.

58 -AnEm&onmntcanada documnt (1985) stated it this way: "oontrolling acid
rainposes a challenge that is unique andtypicalof  theenvironmental
problems that confront Canadians in the 1980's. It requires that we consider
the impacts ofpollutionbeyondtheaxea surro~ingthepollutionsource.
Itrequirespollutioncontrols  beyondtlmse initiated& industrialized
societies in the 1970% to ensure clean air in our cities. It requires
significant reductions of sulphur dioxide...and nitrogen oxide...emissions."

,rC*mr
59 - On Into see Canada (1982a, p.40). "Acid seepage frm tailings can also

be present. Thewaste solids discharged to the tailings impoundmntarea
frcmthe ooncentratingoperationaWainironsulphides.The  sulphides,
especiallypyrrhotite, by theactionofbacteriaareoxidized to ferric
sulphate which subsequently forms sulphuric acid. Under these acid conditions,
sulphides of copper, chmnium, cobalt, mnganese, nickel and zinc dissolve.
Thus, the effluent is not only excessively acidic but contains mtals in
solutions that are toxic to aquatic life" (p.41).
In the U.S. "The DepaHmmt of Interior has catalogued thousands of miles
of Eastern streams that have been biologically ruined by acid mine drainage
frmcoal mining. This c~icalfomofwaterpollutantisproducedby  the
leachingandoxidation~toc~swhensul~-~~g~k foxmations are
exposed to air and water in the mining process" (Victor 1980, p.241).
See also Davis (1970, p. 29) on acid mine drainage.
Granted,theseccffnpcrunds can be put ti other "uses", such as the manufacture
of fertilizer, but this mans that they will simply contribute to the already
out-of-hand fertilizer-pollution problem.

60 - Berger and Luclunann (1967, p.89) ciefine reification as "...the apprehension
of humn phemmna as if they were things, that is, in non-human or possibly
supra-hmnan terms... as if they were -thing else than human products -
such as facets of nat~results of cosmic laws, or manifestations of divine
will. Reification implies that mm is capable of forgeting his own authorship
of the human world, and further, &atthedialecticbetweenmn,  theproducer,
and his products, is lost to consciousness. The reified world is, by
definition, a dehumnized world."
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61 - Tti writes that acid rain is "... a blight as widespread and careless of its
victims, andofintemationalboundaries, as thewinds that611'sperseit'!
(Nave 8, 1982, p.98). Thus, it is not LRI!AP per se which is the problm,
it is the fault of "careless" winds. Had the winds transported the contami-
nants toanon-valuedormn-sensitive  area, problerrrswouldnotoccur,or
so theargumzntgoes.

62 - "Had we m in the 1950% the effect sulphur dioxide and other airborne
pollutantswouldhave, it is unlikely we would face the big acid rain
clean up job before us. ~didnotknow,sowebuiltsuperstacks  that shot
the pollution high into the air where it could be transformed to acid"
(canada n.d.a, p.21. -hasis added). See also Canada (1981, p.4) and (n.d.b, p.2).

63 -Newspaperquotes f~theIbrontoStar,April5  and4,1987; Tircre,Nov*
8, 1982. For raindrops and umbrellas, see thegraphics on the?Gers of
Canada (1982b) and (1984b); see also editorial mns in the Toronti Star,
March 29, 1986, and the Toron- Sun, March 22m 1986. Rain Rain Co Amy
was published by Public Fbcus on the Great Lakes, 1979.
Bell (1983, p.6) has noted the importance of symbols in representing public
issues: "The symbol conveys sMtaneously a definition of the problem, a
diagnosis of its causes, a prescription for its cure, and a powerful affective
cue indicating how we should respond to it." In our case the entire issue
hasbeen condensed intoa single raindrop: theproblesnappears in, about, and
of therain.

64 - In 1970 Time (February 2, p.47) expressed disappoinmt that the rain would
not'was~??ertainccyntaminants frcnnthe supersonicaircraftbacktoearth,
allowing that30 r-in in the airwhere theywouldreflectsunlightaway
framthe earth, oantributing topotentiallyadverseweather conditions.
Goodin (1976, p.151) also makes a reference to the rain as cleansing.

65 - Gusfield (1981, p. 71-74) uncovered my instances in his study of drinking-
drivingwhere circumstance appearedas cause.

66 - Since tlz advent of acid rain it has w al?gst public knowledge that
'E0rgeological  reasons theecologyofalargeportionof EastemCanadais
ex-trmly sensitive to the effects of IRTAP and acidic deposition" (Canada
1980, p.7). See also notes 45 and 48 and the quotes on pages 28 and 30.

67 - Canada (1984a, p.l), in its introduction states: "Acid rain is thinly caused
by man-made emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides" (qhasis added).
Seealsopage 4 of this publication, first paragraph, unoer the title
"emissions". See also Canada (n.d.b) and Ontario (1985a). Time has said
that ti questions are at the center of the acid rain controversy: "TO what
extent are sulfur and nitrogen emissions responsible for acidity in rain,
apart fm natural causes? Will a reduction of emissions significantly
reduce that acidity?" (November  8, 1982, p.103. Eqhasis added).

‘@,  -II.

68 - canada (1973a, p.24) -s its discussion of "air and air pollution" with
the following: Qurenvirorxxntcan take a considerable muntof punishnt,
natural as well as man-rrrade. There is in fact no 'pure air' in nature. Forest
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fires,volcanic eruptions andothernatural events contribute scm sontamina-
tion to theatmsphere." Thedocmmtthengoes on tmremindthereaderthat
thepresenceof thesenatural 'conlminants'does notman thaycause
"air pollution". U.S. (1963, p.195) has written: "pollution  of natural
origins, as fmnvolcaniceruptions, forest fires and dust storms, is
generally uncontrollabl e, but fortunately in mst localities, is rarely of
mjor significance in tems of the total air pollution problem. The
pmblem owes its iqortance ti man and his activities." See also Ontario (n.d.b).
Canada  (1973b) does not mention mm-human sources at all.

69 - Thismatterreacheditsheightin the followingquotation fKnntheGlobeand
Philunder the title: "&agan Now Believes Volcanoes and Ducks Not Acid Rain
Source": Trogress  has been mde in persuading U.S. President Mnald Reagan
that acid rain is not caused by 'volcanoes, plants or even ducks', Enviromt
Minister TamMacMillansaidyesterday.  . ..ML Reagannow recognizes that
acid rain is a problem and that m-made pollution is the cause...."
(January 14, 1986), Whether or not Mr. Eaeagan seriously entertained the
notion that ducks cause acidrainis beside the point. The point is that  the
guestion has been raised today, and was not with respect to air pollution
several years ago.

70 -.#,.!
Roberts quoted in Time, Novesnber 8, 1982, p. 98 and mton (1981, p.21).
Norton quote in Gold (ed) (1981, p.57). khikoney quoted in the Toronto Sun,
mrch 17, 1986, p.6.

71 - Tim (September  19, 1983, p.50) had the following caption under a photograph
of a polluted valley: "Nearby muntains keep cleansing South Atlantic winds
frmblowing away toxic smg that hangs overcubatao@razil']  ;
to ‘mmsters’  .” ?P==(-hasis add&&Note thatthewinds hereare'c eanslng
and that it is the muntains which are "givixg birth" to "mnsters". We can
be sure that if thermuntiswere  absentthewinds atthepointofdqosition
would be considered "culprits".

72 - Tim, (May 4, 1970, p. 18 and January 5, 1970, p.37). Tim newspaper headlines
cited in Taylor (1981, p. 151).

73 - wg "toxic rain": a personal discussion with one of the press conference
organizers revealed that they consciously did not use the term "toxic tain",
although some questions fmn the press employed this term. When I questioned
theTtxontoSta.r's environmmtre~rter,whousedthe  tem,he replied that
it seemd appropriate and did not seem misleading to him. Further research
needs to be conducted into the role of the press and the generation of
env_i.irormental  symbols and labels.
Regarding the closing of Toronto's beaches, an interesting research project
would trace the history of the closing of the beaches to see if the matter
was blamd on the rain in the past. If not, this would supp?ort my thesis
that reification is becming more prevalmt in recent years.
Another example of reification is that, when Vancouver's False Greek was being
dredged in preparation for Expo 86, the highly toxic waste unwvered in
the creek bed was labeled "sludge" and its origins were a "rtystery" to local
politicians. False Greek was the cite of a good portion of Vancouver's industry
in the earlier part of this century. And finally, one more example which
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74

75 -

76 - See Briggs (1941); Cohen and Rust0 (1912); and Marsh (1947).

77 -

78 -
,n I'"

mtj_fies to the power of linguistic classifications is cited in Ritchie-Calder
(1973, p.56-7), who notes that biologists working on early nuclear tests
'I . ..had found @ad.iostrontim)  in the skin bums of animals exposed in
wvada testing rangesand theyknew itssinisternatureasa'bone-seeker'.
But the authorities clapped securiw on their wrk, classified it as 'Operation
Sunshine', and cynically called the units of radiostrontium 'Sunshine Units' -
an instance not of ignorance but of deliberate nondication."

Thistendencycharacterizesmany  socialphencsnenaandis -able to
what Philip Slater (1970, p.58) has called the "toilet assurr@ion":
“Our ideas about institutionalizingtheaged, psychotic,  retardedand
infirmarebasedonapattemof thoughtwemightcallthe Toilet Assumption -
thenotion thatunwantedmtter,.unwantidifficulties,  unwanted -l&ties
and obstacles will disappear if they are rexroved from our Mate field
of vision."

Tti (mvember 8, 1982, p.103) has guoted a U.S. govmt official and a
a coqany spoke- to say the following respectively: "There is no
question thatman-madeemissions  contribute- theproblem.Theguestionis
the relationshipbetween tissions anddep0sits.m have a kindofback-of-
the-envelope idea, but no hard scientific fact."; 'We can't yet identify
the -king gun. Is it Ohio.7 Is it Illinois? Or is it soxe local source?"
The question "Is it Ohio or Illinois" is of the umst importance. Given
the prevailing assqtions and definition of the probla, if it is desnonstrated
to be Chio, for example, then Illinois' emissions are rendered unproblematic
and can continue unabated. It would be assti that Illimis emissions were
rendered harmless under one of the exclusionary criteria already cited.

"Science has be- the idiom of our age. It is the language in which
CoBnmand is cast as the ccqulsion of external nature. Au~ritative law
thatrestsits claimtolegitimacyandacceptanceon the technical reasoning
of the realm of science denies any mral status. It denies that a mral
decision has taken place, that a political choice amDng alternatives has
been made. The ownership and responsibility for social problems and their
solution are given as a matter of fact and r& of values" (Gusfield 1981, p.194).
E%rrden (1985) has argued that the incorporation of scientific research and
planning into "sound environmental magement" replaced "values" with "facts",
and lent scientific credence to the "sensible", when "in mst cases, 'sensible'
turns out to be a synonym for the custoanary... "Cp.9). out of this mvmt
emergedEIA's,which  "whileappearing tobe the toolofenviromtaldefense...
tums out to serve the interest of the developer by making ecology the
miden of a continuing envizomtal transfonMzion" (p.11).
Bvemden's article also contains an excellent critique of "resourcism".

men-den (1985, p.14) has stated that: "OthersocietieshavenodoubtIMnaged
to visit considerable destruction on the natural world frcxn tti to time, but
we alone sm to have so understood the world as to mdke this inevitable."
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79 - EMtwriterson  this subjectareworkingwithinthelaw mmnunity.  See for
exmple, Lax (1979); Iarge and Michie (1981); Page (1978); S-e (1972); and
Schrecker (1984).

80 - Catton (1980) has argued that a central problem lies in the assutrption  that
the use of "fossil fuels" as fuels is inherent in their nature. "It% high
tiJTEtileaJ?l . ..thatthewisest 'use' ofmal andoilmaybe to leave them
underground  as nature's safe disposal of a prtival amspheric 'pollutant' -
carbon.Byourravemususeoffthe  substancesw6J  beganuudoingwhatevolution
haddone in gettingtheaimxphere  ready for animals (includingman) to
breathe,andreadyti  sustainthekindofclimate  inwhichpresentspecies
(including ourselves) had been evolved. Heeds of millions of years of
evolution hadproduced  the oxygen-rich and nearly carbon-free atmosphere
we need...." (p. 232) One does not even have to corrpletely  forego burning
fossil Yuels' ti see that society is mistaken ti consciously maximizetheir
use, and hence the transformation to waste. It appears that the only limitations
we see to our behavior are econcmic and technological, and mthing else.
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